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SUMMARY

We present the software library STXXL that is an implementation of the C++ standard template library
(STL) for processing huge data sets that can fit only on hard disks. It supports parallel disks, overlapping
between disk I/O and computation and it is the first I/O-efficient algorithm library that supports the
pipelining technique that can save more than half of the I/Os. STXXL has been applied both in academic
and industrial environments for a range of problems including text processing, graph algorithms, com-
putational geometry, Gaussian elimination, visualization, and analysis of microscopic images, differential
cryptographic analysis, etc. The performance of STXXL and its applications are evaluated on synthetic
and real-world inputs. We present the design of the library, how its performance features are supported,
and demonstrate how the library integrates with STL. Copyright © 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Massive data sets arise naturally in many domains. Spatial databases of geographic information
systems like GoogleEarth and NASA’s World Wind store terabytes of geographically referenced
information that includes the whole Earth. In computer graphics one has to visualize highly com-
plex scenes using only a conventional workstation with limited memory [1]. Billing systems of
telecommunication companies evaluate terabytes of phone call log files [2]. One is interested in
analyzing huge network instances like a web graph [3] or a phone call graph. Search engines
like Google and Yahoo provide fast text search in their databases indexing billions of web pages.
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A precise simulation of the Earth’s climate needs to manipulate with petabytes of data [4]. These
examples are only a sample of numerous applications that have to process vast amounts of data.
The internal memories§ of computers can keep only a small fraction of these large data sets.

During the processing the applications need to access the external memory¶ (e.g. hard disks) very
frequently. One such access can be about 106 times slower than a main memory access. Therefore,
the disk accesses (I/Os) become the main bottleneck.
The data are stored on the magnetic surface of a hard disk that rotates 4200–15 000 times per

minute. In order to read or write a designated track of data, the disk controller moves the read/write
arm to the position of this track (seek latency). If only a part of the track is needed, there is an
additional rotational delay. The total time for such a disk access is an average of 3–10 ms for
modern disks. The latency depends on the size and rotational speed of the disk and can hardly be
reduced because of the mechanical nature of hard disk technology. After placing the read/write
arm, the data are streamed at a high speed which is limited only by the surface data density and
the bandwidth of the I/O interface. This speed is called sustained throughput and achieves up to
80 MB s−1 nowadays. In order to amortize the high seek latency, one reads or writes the data in
blocks. The block size is balanced when the seek latency is a fraction of the sustained transfer
time for the block. Good results show blocks containing a full track. For older low-density disks
of the early 90s the track capacities were about 16–64 kB. Nowadays, disk tracks have a capacity
of several megabytes.
Operating systems implement the virtual memory mechanism that extends the working space

for applications, mapping an external memory file (page/swap file) to virtual addresses. This idea
supports the Random Access Machine model [5] in which a program has an infinitely large main
memory. With virtual memory the application does not know where its data are located: in the main
memory or in the swap file. This abstraction does not have large running time penalties for simple
sequential access patterns: the operating system is even able to predict them and to load the data
in ahead. For more complicated patterns these remedies are not useful and even counterproductive:
the swap file is accessed very frequently; the executable code can be swapped out in favor of
unnecessary data; the swap file is highly fragmented and thus many random I/O operations are
needed even for scanning.

1.1. I/O-efficient algorithms and models

The operating system cannot adapt to complicated access patterns of applications dealing with
massive data sets. Therefore, there is a need for explicit handling of external memory accesses. The
applications and their underlying algorithms and data structures should care about the pattern and
the number of external memory accesses (I/Os) which they cause.
Several simple models have been introduced for designing I/O-efficient algorithms and data

structures (also called external memory algorithms and data structures). The most popular and

§The internal memory, or primary memory/storage, is a computer memory that is accessible to the CPU without the use
of the computer’s input/output (I/O) channels.
¶The external memory, or secondary memory/storage, is a computer memory that is not directly accessible to the CPU,
requiring the use of the computer’s input/output channels. In computer architecture and storage research the term of
‘external storage’ is used more frequently. However, in the field of theoretical algorithm research the term of ‘external
memory’ is more established.
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Figure 1. Schemes of parallel disk model (left) and memory hierarchy (right).

realistic model is the Parallel disk model (PDM) of Vitter and Shriver [6]. In this model, I/Os
are handled explicitly by the application. An I/O operation transfers a block of B consecutive
elements‖ from/to a disk to amortize the latency. The application tries to transfer D blocks between
the main memory of size M bytes and D independent disks in one I/O step to improve bandwidth,
see Figure 1. The input size is N bytes which is (much) larger than M . The main complexity metrics
of an I/O-efficient algorithm in PDM are the number of I/O steps (main metric) and the number
of operations executed by the CPU. If not I/O but a slow internal CPU processing is the limiting
factor of the performance of an application, we call such behavior CPU-bound.
The PDM has become the standard theoretical model for designing and analyzing I/O-efficient

algorithms. For this model, the following matching upper and lower bounds for I/O complexity are
known. Scanning a sequence of N items takes scan(N )= �(N/(DB)) I/Os. Sorting a sequence of
N items takes sort(N )=�((N/(DB)) logM/B(N/M)) I/Os. Online search among N items takes
search(N ) =�(logDB(N )) I/Os.

1.2. Memory hierarchies

The PDMmeasures the transfers between the main memory and the hard disks, however, in modern
architectures, the CPU does not access the main memory directly. There are a few levels of faster
memory caches in-between (Figure 1): CPU registers, level one (L2), level two (L2) and even
level three (L3) caches. The main memory is cheaper and slower than the caches. Cheap dynamic
random access memory, used in the majority of computer systems, has an access latency up to 60ns
whereas L1 has a latency of less than a ns. However, for a streamed access a high bandwidth of
several GB s−1 can be achieved. The discrepancy between the speed of CPUs and the latency of
the lower hierarchy levels grows very quickly: the speed of processors is improved by about 55%
yearly, the hard disk access latency only by 9% [7]. Therefore, the algorithms that are aware of the

‖In this paper B denotes the number of bytes in a block.
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memory hierarchy will continue to benefit in the future and the development of such algorithms is
an important trend in computer science.
The PDM model only describes a single level in the hierarchy. An algorithm tuned to make a

minimum number of I/Os between two particular levels could be I/O-inefficient on other levels.
The cache-oblivious model in [8] avoids this problem by not providing the knowledge of the
block size B and main memory size M to the algorithm. The benefit of such an algorithm is
that it is I/O-efficient on all levels of the memory hierarchy across many systems without fine
tuning for any particular real machine parameters. Many basic algorithms and data structures have
been designed for this model [8–11]. A drawback of cache-oblivious algorithms playing a role in
practice is that they are only asymptotically I/O-optimal. The constants hidden in the O-notation of
their I/O-complexity are significantly larger than the constants of the corresponding I/O-efficient
PDM algorithms (on a particular memory hierarchy level). For instance, a tuned cache-oblivious
funnel sort implementation [12] is 2.6–4.0 times slower than our I/O-efficient sorter from STXXL

(Section 6) for out-of-memory inputs [13]. A similar funnel sort implementation [14] is up to two
times slower than the I/O-efficient sorter from the TPIE library (Section 1.7) for large inputs. The
reason for this is that these I/O-efficient sorters are highly optimized to minimize the number of
transfers between the main memory and the hard disks where the imbalance in the access latency
is the largest. Cache-oblivious implementations tend to lose on the inputs, exceeding the main
memory size, because they do (a constant factor) more I/Os at the last level of memory hierarchy.
In this paper, we concentrate on extremely large out-of-memory inputs, therefore, we will design
and implement algorithms and data structures efficient in the PDM.

1.3. Algorithm engineering for large data sets

Theoretically, I/O-efficient algorithms and data structures have been developed for many prob-
lem domains: graph algorithms, string processing, computational geometry, etc. (see the surveys
[15,16]). Some of them have been implemented: sorting, matrix multiplication [17], search trees
[18–21], priority queues [22], text processing [23]. However, only few of the existing I/O-efficient
algorithms have been studied experimentally. As new algorithmic results rely on previous ones,
researchers, who would like to engineer practical implementations of their ideas and show the
feasibility of external memory computation for the solved problem, need to invest much time in
the careful design of unimplemented underlying external algorithms and data structures. Addition-
ally, since I/O-efficient algorithms deal with hard disks, a good knowledge of low-level operating
system issues is required when implementing details of I/O accesses and file system management.
This delays the transfer of theoretical results into practical applications, which will have a tangible
impact for industry. Therefore, one of the primary goals of algorithm engineering for large data sets
is to create software frameworks and libraries that handle both the low-level I/O details efficiently
and in an abstract way, and provide well-engineered and robust implementations of basic external
memory algorithms and data structures.

1.4. C++ standard template library

The Standard Template Library (STL) [24] is a C++ library which is included in every C++
compiler distribution. It provides basic data structures (called containers) and algorithms. STL
containers are generic and can store any built-in or user data type that supports some elementary
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operations (e.g. copying and assignment). STL algorithms are not bound to a particular container: an
algorithm can be applied to any container that supports the operations required for this algorithm
(e.g. random access to its elements). This flexibility significantly reduces the complexity of the
library.
STL is based on the C++ template mechanism. The flexibility is supported using compile-time

polymorphism rather than the object-oriented run-time polymorphism. The run-time polymorphism
is implemented in languages like C++ with the help of virtual functions that usually cannot
be inlined by C++ compilers. This results in a high per-element penalty of calling a virtual
function. In contrast, modern C++ compilers minimize the abstraction penalty of STL inliningmany
functions.
STL containers include: std::vector (an unbounded array), std::priority queue,

std::list, std::stack, std::deque, std::set, std::multiset (allows duplicate
elements), std::map (allows mapping from one data item (a key) to another (a value)), std::
multimap (allows duplicate keys), etc. Containers based on hashing (hash set, hash
multiset, hash map and hash multimap) are not yet standardized and distributed as an
STL extension.
Iterators are an important part of the STL library. An iterator is a kind of handle used to access

items stored in data structures. Iterators offer the following operations: read/write the value pointed
by the iterator, move to the next/previous element in the container, move forward/backward (random
access) by some number of elements.
STL provides a large number of algorithms that perform scanning, searching, and sorting. The

implementations accept iterators that possess a certain set of operations described above. Thus,
the STL algorithms will work on any container with iterators following the requirements. To
achieve flexibility, STL algorithms are parameterized with objects, overloading the function operator
(operator()). Such objects are called functors. A functor can, for instance, define the sorting
order for the STL sorting algorithm or keep the state information in functions passed to other
functions. Since the type of the functor is a template parameter of an STL algorithm, the function
operator does not need to be virtual and can easily be inlined by the compiler, thus avoiding the
function call costs.
The STL library is well accepted and its generic approach and principles are followed in other

famous C++ libraries like Boost [25] and CGAL [26].

1.5. The goals of STXXL

Several external memory software library projects (LEDA-SM [27] and TPIE [28]) were started to
reduce the gap between theory and practice in external memory computing. They offer frameworks
that aim to speed up the process of implementing I/O-efficient algorithms, abstracting away the
details of how I/O is performed. See Section 1.7 for an overview of these libraries.
The motivation for starting another project, namely STXXL, was that we wanted an easier to use

and high performance library. Here are a number of key new or improved features of STXXL:

• Transparent support of parallel disks. The library provides implementations of basic parallel
disk algorithms. STXXL is the only external memory algorithm library supporting parallel
disks. Such a feature was announced for TPIE in 1996 [28,29].

• The library is able to handle problems of a very large size (up to dozens of terabytes).
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• Improved utilization of computer resources. STXXL explicitly supports overlapping between
I/O and computation. STXXL implementations of external memory algorithms and data struc-
tures benefit from the overlapping of I/O and computation.

• STXXL achieves small constant factors in I/O volume. In particular, ‘pipelining’ can save
more than half the number of I/Os performed by many algorithms.

• Short development times due to well-known STL-compatible interfaces for external memory
algorithms and data structures. STL algorithms can be directly applied to STXXL contain-
ers (code reuse); moreover, the I/O complexity of the algorithms remains optimal in most
cases.

1.6. Software facts

STXXL is distributed under the Boost Software License∗∗ which is an open-source license allowing
free commercial use. The source code, installation instructions and documentations are available
under http://stxxl.sourceforge.net/. The release branch of the STXXL project not
including applications has about 25 000 physical source lines of code††.

1.7. Related work

TPIE [29,30] was the first large software project implementing I/O-efficient algorithms and data
structures. The library provides implementations of I/Oefficient sorting, merging, matrix operations,
many (geometric) search data structures (B+-tree, persistent B+-tree, R-tree, K-D-B-tree, KD-tree,
Bkd-tree) and the logarithmic method. The work on the TPIE project is in progress. For our
experiments we have used a TPIE version from September 2005.
The LEDA-SM [27] external memory library was designed as an extension to the LEDA library

[31] for handling large data sets. The library offers implementations of I/O-efficient sorting, external
memory stack, queue, radix heap, array heap, buffer tree, array, B+-tree, string, suffix array, matrices,
static graph and some simple graph algorithms. However, the data structures and algorithms cannot
handle more than 231 elements. The development of LEDA-SM has been stopped. LEDA releases
later than version 4.2.1 are not supported by the last LEDA-SM version 1.3. To experiment with
LEDA-SM we have used the g++ version 2.95, since it is the most recent compiler supported by
LEDA-SM 1.3.
LEDA-SM and TPIE currently offer only single disk external memory algorithms and data

structures. They are not designed to explicitly support overlapping between I/O and computation.
The overlapping largely relies on the operating system that caches and prefetches data according to a
general purpose policy, which often cannot be as efficient as the explicit approach (see Section 6.3).
Furthermore, in most of the operating systems, the overlapping based on the system cache requires
additional copies of the data, which leads to computational and internal memory overhead.
A list of algorithms and data structures available in TPIE, LEDA-SM and STXXL is shown in

Table I.

∗∗http://www.boost.org/more/license info.html.
††According to the SLOCCount tool http://www.dwheeler.com/sloccount/.
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Table I. Algorithms and data structures of the external memory libraries.

Function TPIE LEDA-SM STXXL

Sorting
√ √ √

Stack
√ √ √

Queue
√ √ √

Deque — —
√

Array/vector —
√ √

Matrix operations
√ √

—
Suffix array —

√ √
(extension)

Search trees B+-tree, K-D-B-tree, Bkd-tree B+-tree B+-tree
persist. B+-tree, R-tree, KD-tree buffer tree

Priority queue — Array and radix heap Sequence heap
Pipelined algorithms — —

√

Database engines use I/O-efficient search trees and sorting to execute SQL queries, evaluating
huge sets of table records. The idea of pipelined execution of the algorithms which process large data
sets not fitting into the main memory is well known in relational database management systems [32].
The pipelined execution strategy executes a database query with a minimum number of external
memory accesses, to save memory space for storage of intermediate results, and to obtain the first
result as soon as possible.
The design framework FG [33] is a programming environment for parallel programs running on

clusters. In this framework, parallel programs are split into series of asynchronous stages which are
executed in a pipelined fashion with the help of multithreading. The pipelined execution allows to
mitigate disk latency of external data accesses and communication network latency of remote data
accesses. I/O and communication can be automatically overlapped with computation stages by the
scheduler of the FG environment.
Berkeley DB [34] is perhaps the best open-source external memory B+-tree implementation. It

has a dual license and is not free for industry. Berkeley DB has a very large user base, among those
are amazon.com, Google and Motorola. Many free open-source programs use Berkeley DB as
their data-storage backend (e.g. MySQL database system).
There are several libraries for advanced models of computation that follow the interface of STL.

The Standard Template Adaptive Parallel Library (STAPL) is a parallel library designed as a superset
of the STL. It is sequentially consistent for functions with the same name and performs on uni- or
multi-processor systems that utilize shared or distributed memory [35].
MCSTL (Multi-Core Standard Template Library) project [36]was started in 2006 at the University

of Karlsruhe. The library is an implementation of the STL which uses multiple processors and
multiple cores of a processor with shared memory. It already has implementations of parallel
sorting, merging, random permutation, searching, scanning. We are currently working on using
MCSTL to parallelize the internal work of STXXL algorithms and data structures.
There are number of libraries that provide persistent containers [37–42]. Persistent STL-

compatible containers are implemented in [43,44]. These containers can keep (some of) the el-
ements in external memory transparent to the user. In contrast to STXXL, these libraries do not
guarantee the I/O-efficiency of the containers, e.g. the PSTL [44] library implements search trees
as I/O-inefficient red-black trees.
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1.8. Overview

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 overviews the design of STXXL. We explain the
design decisions we have made to achieve high performance in Sections 3–5 in detail. Section 6
engineers an efficient parallel disk sorting, which is the most important component of an external
memory library. The concept of algorithm pipelining is described in Section 7. The design of
our implementation of pipelining is presented in Section 8. In Section 9, we implement a short
benchmark that computes a maximal independent set (MIS) of a graph and uses it to study the
performance of STXXL. Section 10 gives a short overview of the projects using STXXL. We make
some concluding remarks and point out the directions of future work in Section 11.
The shortened preliminary material of this paper has been published in conference proceedings

as [45,46].

2. THE DESIGN OF THE STXXL LIBRARY

STXXL is a layered library consisting of three layers (see Figure 2). The lowest layer, the Asyn-
chronous I/O primitives layer (AIO layer), abstracts away the details of how asynchronous I/O
is performed on a particular operating system. Other existing external memory algorithm libraries
only rely on synchronous I/O APIs [27] or allow reading ahead sequences stored in a file using
the POSIX asynchronous I/O API [28]. These libraries also rely on uncontrolled operating system
I/O caching and buffering in order to overlap I/O and computation in some way. However, this
approach has significant performance penalties for accesses without locality. Unfortunately, the
asynchronous I/O APIs are very different for different operating systems (e.g. POSIX AIO and
Win32 Overlapped I/O). Therefore, we have introduced the AIO layer to make porting STXXL

easy. Porting the whole library to a different platform requires only reimplementing the thin AIO
layer using native file access methods and/or native multithreading mechanisms.
STXXL already has several implementations of the AIO layer which use different file access

methods under POSIX/UNIX and Windows systems (see Table II). Porting STXXL to Windows

Block management (BM) layer

Streaming layer

Operating System

Applications

Asynchronous I/O primitives (AIO) layer

S
T

X
X

L

Figure 2. Structure of STXXL.
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Table II. Supported operating systems.

STXXL version POSIX MS Visual C++
OS Linux, Cygwin, SunOS, Solaris, Windows 2000, Windows XP

FreeBSD, NetBSD, MacOS
Compiler g++ 3.4+ MS VC++ 7.1+
Dependencies Posix threads Boost library

took only a few days. The main effort was to write the AIO layer using native Windows calls.
Rewriting the thread-related code was easy using the Boost thread library [25] whose interfaces
are similar to POSIX threads. There were little header file and compiler-specific incompatibilities;
these were solved by conditional compilation using the C++ preprocessor. The POSIX version of
STXXL had run immediately on all the listed operating systems after changing some Linux-specific
header file that includes more common POSIX headers.
The Block Management layer (BM layer) provides a programming interface emulating the par-

allel disk model. The BM layer provides an abstraction for a fundamental concept in the ex-
ternal memory algorithm design—a block of elements. The block manager implements block
allocation/deallocation, allowing several block-to-disk assignment strategies: striping, randomized
striping, randomized cycling, etc. The block management layer provides an implementation of
parallel disk-buffered writing [47], optimal prefetching [47], and block caching. The implemen-
tations are fully asynchronous and designed to explicitly support overlapping between I/O and
computation.
The top of STXXL consists of two modules. The STL-user layer provides external memory

sorting, external memory stack, external memory priority queue, etc. which have (almost) the same
interfaces (including syntax and semantics) as their STL counterparts. The streaming layer provides
efficient support for pipelining external memory algorithms. Many external memory algorithms,
implemented using this layer, can save a factor of 2–3 in I/Os. For example, the algorithms for
external memory suffix array construction implemented with this module [48] require only one-third
of the number of I/Os which must be performed by implementations that use conventional data
structures and algorithms (either from the STXXL STL-user layer, LEDA-SM, or TPIE). The win
is due to an efficient interface that couples the input and the output of the algorithm components
(scans, sorts, etc.). The output from an algorithm is directly fed into another algorithm as input,
without needing to store it on the disk in-between. This generic pipelining interface is the first of
this kind for external memory algorithms.

3. AIO LAYER

The purpose of the AIO layer is to provide a unified approach to asynchronous I/O. The layer
hides details of native asynchronous I/O interfaces of an operating system. Studying the patterns of
I/O accesses of external memory algorithms and data structures, we have identified the following
functionality that should be provided by the AIO layer:

• To issue read and write requests without having to wait for them to be completed.
• To wait for the completion of a subset of issued I/O requests.
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• To wait for the completion of at least one request from a subset of issued I/O requests.
• To poll the completion status of any I/O request.
• To assign a callback function to an I/O request that is called upon I/O completion

(asynchronous notification of completion status), with the ability to co-relate callback events
with the issued I/O requests.

The AIO layer exposes two user objects: file and request ptr. Together with the I/O
waiting functions wait all, wait any, and poll any they provide the functionality mentioned
above. Using a file object, the user can submit asynchronous read and asynchronous write requests
(methods file::aread and file::awrite). These methods return a request ptr object
which is used to track the status of the issued request. The AIO layer functions wait all,
wait any, and poll any facilitate tracking a set of request ptrs. The last parameter of
the methods file::aread and file::awrite is a reference to a callback function object
(callback functor). The functor’s operator()(request ptr ) method is called when the I/O
request is completed.
As a part of the AIO layer, the STXXL library provides various I/O performance counters (stats

class). The class counts the number and the duration of the performed I/O operations as well as the
transferred volume. Read and write operations are counted separately. STXXL also measures the
time spent by the processing thread(s) waiting for the completions of I/Os (I/O wait time). This
metric helps to evaluate the degree and the impact of overlapping between I/O and computation in
an application.
Listing 1 shows a simple example of how to use AIO objects to perform asynchronous I/O.

All STXXL library objects are defined in the namespace stxxl. For convenience, in Line 1 we
bring all names from the STXXL namespace to the local scope. In Line 9 a file object myfile
is constructed. syscall file is an implementation of the STXXL file interface that uses
UNIX/POSIX read and write system calls to perform I/O. The file named "storage" in the
current directory is opened in read-only mode. In Line 10 an asynchronous read of the 1MB region
of the file starting at position 0 is issued. The data will be read into the array mybuffer. When
the read operation is completed, my handler::operator() will be called with a pointer
to the completed request. The execution stops at Line 12 waiting for the completion of the is-
sued read operation. Note that the work done in the function do something1() is overlapped
with reading. When the I/O is finished, one can process the read buffer (Line 13) and free it
(Line 14).

3.1. AIO layer implementations

There are several implementation strategies for the STXXL AIO layer. Some asynchronous I/O-
related APIs (and underlying libraries implementing them) already exist. The most well-known
framework is POSIX AIO, which has an implementation on almost every UNIX/POSIX system.
Its disadvantage is that it has only limited support for I/O completion event mechanism‡‡. The

‡‡The Linux glibc implementation of POSIX AIO also has a performance drawback. It launches one user thread for each
I/O operation. STXXL starts one thread for each disk during the library initialization, avoiding the thread start-up overhead
for each I/O.
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1 u s i ng namespace stxxl ;
2 s t r u c t my_handler { / / I /O comp l e t i o n h a n d l e r
3 vo id o p e r a t o r ( ) (request_ptr ptr ) {
4 std : : cout << "Request ’"<< ∗ptr <<"’ completed."
5 <<std : : endl ;
6 }
7 } ;
8 cha r ∗ mybuffer = new cha r [ 1024∗1024 ] ; / / a l l o c a t e 1MB b u f f e r
9 syscall_file myfile ("./storage" , file : : RDONLY ) ;

10 request_ptr myreq = myfile .aread (mybuffer , 0 , 1024∗1024 ,my_handler ( ) ) ;
11 do_something1 ( ) ; / / do some th ing1 ( ) i s o v e r l a pp ed wi th r e a d i n g
12 myreq−>wait ( ) ; / / wa i t f o r r e ad comp l e t i on
13 do_something2 (mybuffer ) ; / / p r o c e s s t h e r e ad b u f f e r
14 d e l e t e [ ] mybuffer ; / / f r e e t h e b u f f e r

Listing 1. Example of how to program with the AIO layer.

Linux AIO kernel side implementation§§ of POSIX AIO does not have this deficit, but is not
portable since it works under Linux only.
The STXXL AIO layer follows a different approach. It does not rely on any asynchronous I/O

API. Instead we use synchronous I/O calls running asynchronously in separate threads. For each
file there is one read and one write request queue and one thread. The main thread posts requests
(invoking file::aread and file::awritemethods) to the file queues. The thread associated
with the file executes the requests in FIFO order. This approach is very flexible and it does not
suffer from limitations of native asynchronous APIs.
Our POSIX implementation of the AIO layer is based on POSIX threads and supports several

Unix file access methods: the syscall method uses read and write system calls, the mmap
method uses memory mapping (mmap and munmap calls), the sim disk method simulates I/O
timings of a hard disk provided a big internal memory. In order to avoid superfluous copying of
data between the user and kernel buffer memory, the syscall method has the option of using
unbuffered file system access. These file access methods can also be used for raw disk I/O, bypassing
the file system. In this case, instead of files, raw device handles are open. The read/write calls
using direct unbuffered access (O DIRECT option) have shown the best performance under Linux.
The direct unbuffered access bypasses the operating system buffering and caching mechanisms
performing I/Os on user memory without copying the data to the system memory regions using
direct memory access (DMA). The disadvantage of the mmap call is that programs using this method
have less control over I/O. In most operating systems 4 kB data pages of a mmaped file region are
brought to the main memory ‘lazily’, only when they are accessed for the first time. This means if
one mmaps a 100 kB block and touches only the first and the last element of the block then two
I/Os are issued by the operating system. This will slow down many I/O-efficient algorithms, since
for modern disks the seek time is much longer than the reading of 100 kB of contiguous data.
The POSIX implementation does not require to be ported to other UNIX compatible systems,

since POSIX thread is the standard threading API on all POSIX-compatible operating systems.
AIO file and request implementation classes are derived from the generic file and request

interface classes with C++ pure virtual functions. These functions are specialized for each access

§§http://freshmeat.net/projects/linux-aio/.
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method in implementation classes to define the read, write, wait for I/O completion and other
operations. The desired access method implementation for a file is chosen dynamically at running
time. One can add the support of an additional access method (e.g. for a DAFS distributed filesystem)
just providing classes implementing the file and request interfaces. We have decided to use
the virtual function mechanism in the AIO layer because this mechanism is very flexible and will
not sacrifice the performance of the library, since the virtual functions of the AIO layer need to be
called only once per large chunk of data (i.e. B bytes). The inefficiencies of C++ virtual functions
are explained in Section 1.4. Similar to STL, the higher layers of STXXL do not rely on run-time
polymorphism with virtual functions to avoid the high per-element penalties.

4. BM LAYER

The BM layer includes a toolbox for allocating, deallocating, buffered writing, prefetching, and
caching of blocks. The external memory manager (object block manager) is responsible for
allocating and deallocating external memory space on disks. The manager supports four parallel disk
allocation strategies: simple striping, fully randomized, simple randomized [49], and randomized
cycling [50].
The BM layer also delivers a set of helper classes that efficiently implement frequently used se-

quential patterns of interaction with parallel disks. The optimal parallel disk queued writing [47] is
implemented in the buffered writer class. The class operates on blocks. The buf ostream
class is built on the top of buffered writer and has a high-level interface, similar to the inter-
face of STL output iterators. Analogously, the classes block prefetcher and buf istream
contain an implementation of an optimal parallel disk prefetching algorithm [47]. The helper objects
of the BM layer support overlapping between I/O and computation, which means that they are able
to perform I/O in the background, while the user thread is doing useful computations.
The BM layer views external memory as a set of large AIO files—one for each hard disk. We

will refer to these files as disks. The other approach would be to map a related subset of blocks (e.g.
those belonging to the same data structure) to a separate file. This approach has some performance
problems. One of them is that since those (numerous) files are created dynamically, during the run
of the program, the file system allocates the disk space on demand, that might in turn introduce
severe disk space fragmentation. Therefore, we have chosen the ‘one-large-file-per-disk’ approach
as our major scheme. However, the design of our library does not forbid data structures to store
their content in separate user data files (e.g. as an option, stxxl::vector can be mapped to a
user file, see Section 5).
The external memory manager (object block manager) is responsible for allocating and deal-

locating external memory space on the disks. When allocating a bunch of blocks, a programmer
can specify how the blocks will be assigned to disks, passing an allocation strategy function object.
When an application requests several blocks from a disk, the manager tries to allocate the blocks
contiguously. This reduces the bulk access time. On allocation requests, the block manager
returns BID objects—Block IDentifiers. An object of the type BID describes the physical location
of an allocated block, including the disk and offset of a region of storage on disk.
The full signature of the STXXL ‘block of elements’ class is typed block<RawSize,T,

NRef, InfoType>. The template parameter RawSize defines the total size of the block in
bytes. Since block size is not a single global constant in STXXL, a programmer can simultaneously
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1 u s i ng namespace stxxl ;
2 t y p e d e f typed_block<1024∗1024 , double> block_type ;
3 std : : vector<block_type : : bid_type> bids ; / / empty a r r a y o f BIDs
4 std : : vector<request_ptr> requests ;
5 block_manager ∗ bm = block_manager : : get_instance ( ) ;
6 bm−>new_blocks<block_type>(32 ,striping ( ) , std : : back_inserter (bids ) ) ;
7 std : : vector<block_type ,new_alloc<block_type> > blocks ( 3 2 ) ;
8 f o r ( i n t ii = 0 ; ii < 32 ; ii++)
9 f o r ( i n t jj=0 ; jj < block_type : : size ; jj++)

10 blocks [ii ] [jj ] = some_value (ii ,jj ) ;
11 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 32 ; i++)
12 requests .push_back ( blocks [i ] . write (bids [i ] ) ) ;
13 do_something ( ) ; / / do some th ing ( ) i s o v e r l a pp ed wi th w r i t i n g
14 wait_all (requests .begin ( ) , requests .end ( ) ) ; / / wa i t u n t i l a l l I / Os f i n i s h
15 do_something1 (bids .begin ( ) ,bids .end ( ) ) ;
16 bm−>delete_blocks (bids .begin ( ) , bids .end ( ) ) ; / / d e a l l o c a t e e x t e r n a l memory

Listing 2. Example of how to program using the BM layer.

operate with several block types having different blocks sizes. Such flexibility is often required for
good performance. For example, B+-tree leaves might have a size different from the size of the
internal nodes. We have made the block size a template parameter and not a member variable for
the sake of efficiency. The values of the template parameters are known to the compiler, therefore,
for the power of two values (a very common choice) it can replace many arithmetic operations,
like divisions and multiplications, by more efficient binary shifts. A critical requirement for many
external memory data structures is that a block must be able to store links to other blocks. An
STXXL block can store NRef objects of type BID. Additionally, one can equip a block with a field
of the type InfoType that can hold some per-block information.
In Listing 2, we give an example of how to program block I/O using objects of the BM layer. In

Line 2 we define the type of block: its size is one megabyte and the type of elements is double. The
pointer to the only instance of the singleton object block manager is obtained in Line 5. Line 6
asks the block manager to allocate 32 blocks in external memory. The new blocks call writes the
allocated BIDs to the output iterator, given by the last parameter. The std::back inserter
iterator adapter will insert the output BIDs at the end of the array bids. The manager assigns
blocks to disks in a round-robin fashion as the striping() strategy suggests. Line 7 allocates 32
internal memory blocks. The internal memory allocator new alloc<block type> of STXXL

allocates blocks on a virtual memory page boundary, which is a requirement for unbuffered file
access. Along Lines 8–10 the elements of blocks are filled with some values. Then, the blocks are
submitted for writing (Lines 11–12). The request objects are stored in an std::vector for the
further status tracking. As in the AIO example, I/O is overlapped with computations in the function
do something(). After the completion of all write requests (Line 14) we perform some useful
processing with the written data (function do something1()). Finally, we free the external
memory space occupied by the 32 blocks (Line 16).

5. STL-USER LAYER

When we started to develop the library we decided to equip our implementations of external memory
data structures and algorithms with well-known generic interfaces of the STL, which is a part of
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the C++ standard. This choice would shorten the application development times, since the time
to learn new interfaces is saved. Porting an internal memory code that relies on STL would also
be easy, since interfaces of STL-user layer data structures (containers in the STL terminology) and
algorithms have the same syntax and semantics.
We go over the containers currently available in STXXL.

5.1. Vector

STL vector is an array, supporting random access to elements, constant time insertion and re-
moval of elements at the end. The size of a vector may vary dynamically. The implementation
of stxxl::vector is similar to the LEDA-SM array [27]. The content of a vector is striped
block-wise over the disks, using an assignment strategy given as a template parameter. Some
of the blocks are cached in a vector cache of fixed size (also a parameter). The replacement of
cache blocks is controlled by a specified page-replacement strategy. STXXL has implementations
of LRU and random replacement strategies. The user can provide his/her own strategy as well. The
STXXL vector has STL-compatible Random Access Iterators. One random access costs O(1)
I/Os in the worst case. Sequential scanning of the vector costs O(1/DB) amortized I/Os per vector
element.

5.2. Stack

A stack is a LIFO data structure that provides insertion, removal, and inspection of the element at the
top of the stack. Due to the restricted set of operations a stack can be implemented I/O-efficiently
and applied in many external memory algorithms (e.g. [51,52]). Four implementations of a stack
are available in STXXL, which are optimized for different access patterns (long or short random
insert/remove sequences) and manage their memory space differently (own or shared block pools).
Some of the implementations (e.g. stxxl::grow shrink stack2) are optimized to prefetch
data ahead and to queue writing, efficiently overlapping I/O and computation. The amortized I/O
complexity for push and pop stack operations is O(1/DB).
We compare the performance of STXXL stack with performance of LEDA-SM and TPIE stacks

in a simple test: we insert records to the stacks and afterwards delete them all. We try 4- and
32-byte records to evaluate different CPU processing overheads. For the experiments we used a
3GHz Pentium 4 processor, 1 GB of main memory and a SATA disk dedicated to the experiments.
The measured maximum I/O bandwidth of the hard disk was 72MB s−1 for writing and 65MB s−1

for reading. Before the insertion, we allocated a 768 MB array and filled it with zeros to prevent
this memory to be used for file system buffering, which would distort the measurements. This
also simulates the memory consumption of other algorithms and data structures used in a real
application. The rest of the memory was used for buffer blocks for stacks in the libraries and for
operating system buffers in the case of LEDA-SM and TPIE. STXXL has used its own buffer and
prefetching mechanism. The block size was set to 2 MB. Preliminary experiments have shown
that larger blocks did not help any of the libraries. STXXL and TPIE implementations have been
compiled with g++ 3.3. The compiler optimization level was set to -O3 for both codes.
Tables III and IV show the bandwidth achieved in the experiments, which was computed as

n ·sizeof(T)/t , where n is the number of elements to insert/delete, T is the data type and t is the
time to insert/delete all n elements in seconds. The experiments were conducted on input volumes of
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Table III. Bandwidth for stack operations with a single disk in MBs−1.

STXXL GS2 STXXL normal LEDA-SM TPIE mmap TPIE ufs

Insert 4-byte el. 57 50 39 3.5 7.3
Delete 4-byte el. 51 50 34 3.5 6.9
Insert 32-byte el. 67 60 60 24 37
Delete 32-byte el. 52 51 40 27 29

Table IV. Bandwidth for stack operations with multiple disks in MBs−1.

D = 1 D = 2 D = 4

Insert 4-byte elements 64 130 260
Delete 4-byte elements 46 91 168

1–8GB. Since we have only registered insignificant variations, the average bandwidths are presented.
We considered the following stack implementations:

• STXXL grow shrink stack2 (GS2) uses block pools for asynchronous prefetching and
buffering. The name of this stack stems from the access pattern it supports with the best
efficiency. An empty stack is first filled with elements up to the maximum number of elements
and then all the elements are removed one after another. In the first step the implementation
is operating in the ‘grow’ mode, using a pool of blocks for buffering the incoming elements.
In the second step it is operating in the ‘shrink’ mode, reading ahead some number of blocks
(user-defined value) using a prefetch block pool. This type of access (or similar) is frequently
used in applications, see e.g. [52]. grow shrink stack2 and grow shrink stack1
implementations differ in the usage mode of the block pools: the former uses pools, shared
between (possibly) several STXXL data structures, the latter has an exclusive access to its own
pools.

• STXXL normal stack is a classical implementation with synchronous reading and writing.
• LEDA-SM stack implementation.
• TPIE stack implementation using the mmap function for disk access.
• TPIE stack implementation using standard Unix calls for disk access.

TPIE stack operations on 4-byte elements are CPU-bound as seen in Table III. STXXL stacks
have the best bandwidths and achieve 57MB s−1 even for this small record size. GS2 stacks perform
better than STXXL normal stacks because of the better overlapping of I/O and computation. The
LEDA-SM stack performs significantly better than the TPIE stack as it is probably less CPU-bound,
but still its performance is worse than the performance of the STXXL stacks, since it does not use
direct I/O and relies on system buffering which incurs superfluous data block copying.
Experiments with a larger record size (32 bytes) decrease the per-record CPU overhead. This

helps TPIE to improve the bandwidth, which again indicates that the TPIE stack is highly CPU-
bound. Note that for our system the ufs access method that is similar to the STXXL syscall was
the best for TPIE implementations and the mmap access method was not. The TPIE stack achieves
the performance of normal STXXL for inserting. STXXL writes records at 67MB s−1 which is 93%
of maximum disk bandwidth.
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Table V. Specifications of our experimental computers.

Code name Xeon SCSIOpteron SATAOpteron

Processor 2×Xeon 2.0 GHz 4×Opteron 1.8 GHz Dual-Core Opteron 2.0 GHz
Main memory 1 GB 8 GB 4 GB
Exp. disks 8 10 4
Disk interface PATA SCSI SATA
Disk manufacturer IBM Seagate Seagate
Disk RPM 7200 15 000 7200
Single disk capacity 80 GB 70 GB 250 GB
Measured max. bandwidth of a disk 48 MB s−1 75 MB s−1 79 MB s−1

Total max. bandwidth achieved 375 MB s−1 640 MB s−1 214 MB s−1

Approx. price (year) 3000 EURO (2002) 15 000 EURO (2005) 3500 EURO (2006)

Table IV shows, the results of the above described tests for GS2 stacks on the SATAOpteron
system (Table V) with 1GB of main memory. The measured maximum raw single-disk bandwidths
for these disks are 79 and 59 MB s−1 for writing and reading, respectively. We see that almost
perfect speedups could be obtained. Only for the deletions running on four disks the speedup was
about 3.7.
The stack benchmarks underline the following advantages of the STXXL library:

• low CPU overhead (use low-level optimizations like copying operands in CPU registers, unroll
loops, etc.),

• use of direct I/O to avoid unneeded data copying (i.e. use syscall file with O DIRECT
flags),

• use of own prefetching/buffering mechanisms for overlapping I/O and computation (buf
ostream and buf istream classes from the BM layer),

• support of parallel disks.

The source code of all stack tests described above is distributed with the STXXL library.

5.3. Queue and deque

The design of STXXL FIFO queue is similar to stxxl::grow shrink stack2. The imple-
mentation holds the head and the tail blocks in the main memory. Prefetch and write block pools
are used to overlap I/O and computation during queue operations.
The STXXL implementation of external memory deque is an adaptor of a (external memory)

vector. This implementation wraps the elements around the end of the vector circularly. It pro-
vides the pop/push operations from/to both ends of the deque in O(1/DB) amortized I/Os if
parameterized with a properly configured stxxl::vector.

5.4. Priority queue

External memory priority queues are the central data structures for many I/O efficient graph al-
gorithms [15,51,53]. The main technique in these algorithms is time-forward processing [51,54],
easily realizable by an I/O efficient priority queue. This approach evaluates a DAG with labeled
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Figure 3. The structure of STXXL priority queue.

nodes. The output of the processing is another node labelling: the output label of node v is com-
puted from its input label and the messages received from the incoming edges. After computing the
output label, node v sends messages along its outgoing edges. I/O efficient priority queues also find
application in large-scale discrete event simulation and online sorting. The STXXL implementation
of priority queues is based on [55]. Every operation of this priority queue, called sequence heap,
takes O((1/B) logM/B(I/B)) amortized I/Os, where I is the total number of insertions into the
priority queue. This queue needs less than a third of I/Os used by other similar cache (I/O) efficient
priority queues (e.g. [22,56]).
A sequence heap, shown in Figure 3, maintains R merge groups G1, . . . ,GR where Gi holds

up to k sorted sequences of size up to mki−1, m�M . When group Gi overflows, all its sequences
are merged, and the resulting sequence is put into group Gi+1. Each group is equipped with a
group buffer of size m to allow batched deletion from the sequences. The smallest elements of
these buffers are deleted in small batches and stored in the deletion buffer. The elements are first
inserted into the insertion priority queue. On deletion, one checks the minimum elements stored in
the insertion priority queue and the deletion buffer.
The difference between our implementation and [55] is that a number of larger merge groups are

explicitly kept in external memory. The sorted sequences in those groups only hold their first blocks
in the main memory. The implementation supports parallel disks and overlaps I/O and computation.
As in [55], the internal merging is based on loser trees [57]. However, our implementation does not
use sentinel elements.
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In the following we compare the performance of the STXXL priority queue with the general-
purpose array heap implementation of LEDA-SM [22]. TPIE does not provide an I/O-efficient
priority queue in the distributed library version. We run the implementation on synthetic inputs
following [22]. The comparison of the data structures in a real graph algorithm is presented in
Section 9, where we implement an I/O-efficient MIS algorithm.
The first test performs n insertions, followed by n delete-min operations. The elements inserted

are pairs of 4-byte integers where the key component is drawn randomly from the range [0, 231).
Figure 4 shows the running time of this experiment running on a system with a 3.00GHz Pentium 4
processor, 1GB of main memory and a SATA disk dedicated to the experiments. The priority
queues were given 512 MB of main memory at their disposal, the rest was used by the Linux
operating system for buffering in the case of LEDA-SM and for prefetch and write pools in the case
of STXXL. The STXXL implementation was compiled with g++ 3.3. The compiler optimization
level was set to -O3. We have tuned the external memory block size (256 kB) for LEDA-SM to
obtain the best running times for the array heap. However, the differences in running times with
different block sizes were negligible, which is a symptom of its CPU-boundedness. The STXXL

priority queue used 2MB blocks. Note the drop of the LEDA-SM delete curve after n = 223 is not
an artifact of the measurements; it has been also reported in the original study [22]. However, we
do not devote much attention to the results with n≤224 since those inputs fit in the internal memory.
LEDA-SM containers cannot hold more than 231 − 1 items; therefore, we have stopped at input
size n = 2000 · 220, which corresponds to about 16 GB. This input is 32 times larger than the main
memory size and it is reasonable to be handled in external memory. The STXXL priority queue is up
to 2.7 times faster for insertions and 3.7 times faster for deletions. This can be explained by more
expensive CPU work taking place in the LEDA-SM implementation, its larger I/O volume and
also better explicit overlapping of I/O and computation of STXXL. Note that LEDA-SM relies on
(general purpose) operating system caching and buffering. LEDA-SM uses plain binary heaps for
merging internal memory data; the STXXL priority queue reduces the internal memory processing
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Figure 5. The I/O volume of the insert-all-delete-all test for priority queues.

overhead applying techniques from [55] (loop-unrolling, 2/4-way register mergers, loser trees with
less comparisons). The insertion and deletion phases for the STXXL priority queue need almost
the same number of I/Os for n≤231. The insertion phase has also the advantage that writing is
faster than reading, nonetheless it is almost two times slower than the deletion phase. This is
explained by the higher CPU work needed for merging and filling the buffers during insertions. The
insertion phase is highly CPU-bound which is confirmed by the I/O-wait time counter, whose value
was close to zero. According to the I/O-wait time counter, the deletion phase is less CPU-bound.
For n ≥ 232 the insertion phase needs to merge and insert external sequences, which implies
more I/O operations and results in the observed running time escalation. This is confirmed by
Figure 5, which also shows that the I/O volume of STXXL priority queue is 2–5.5 times smaller
than the I/O volume of the LEDA-SM array heap. This difference was predicted in the original
paper [55].
Figure 6 presents the running times of another synthetic test: we insert n random elements into

the priority queues and then measure the running time of n operations. We insert a random pair
with probability 1

3 and delete the minimum with probability 2
3 . The behavior of the LEDA-SM

curve is similar to the deletions. The STXXL curve has two steps: the first step occurs when the
internal sequences have to be merged and put into the external memory for the first time (n = 225),
the next step happens at n = 231 when sequences from the first external merger have to be merged
and put into a sequence of the second external merger for the first time (see Figure 7). These steps
are hardly seen in Figure 4 (insertions) because of the different access pattern and amortization (n
versus 4n/3 insertions).
The operations on the STXXL priority queue did not scale using more hard disks. For four disks

we have observed speedups at most 1.4. We expect a better speedup for element types that incur
larger I/O volume and less CPU work, e.g. when the satellite data field is large and the comparison
function is simple.
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Figure 6. The running times of intermixed insertions with deletions (priority queues).
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Figure 7. The I/O volume of intermixed insertions with deletions (priority queues).

5.5. Map

The map is an STL interface for search trees with unique keys. Our implementation of map is
a variant of a B+-tree data structure [58] supporting the operations insert, erase, find,
lower bound, and upper bound in optimal O(logB(n)) I/Os. Operations of map use iterators
to refer to the elements stored in the container, e.g. find and insert return an iterator pointing
to the data. Iterators are used for range queries: an iterator pointing to the smallest element in the
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range is returned by lower bound, the element that is next to the maximum element in the range
is returned by upper bound. Scanning through the elements of the query can be done by using
operator++ or operator-- of the obtained iterators in O(R/B) I/Os, where R is the number
of elements in the result. Our current implementation does not exploit disk parallelism. The flexi-
bility of the iterator-based access has some complications for an external memory implementation:
iterators must return correct data after reorganizations in the data structure even when the pointed
data are moved to a different external memory block.
The way iterators are used for accessing a map is similar to the use of database cursors [59].

STXXL is the first C++ template library that provides an I/O-efficient search tree implementation
with iterator-based access.
Our design of B+-tree permits different implementations for leaves and internal nodes to be used.

For example, leaves could be represented internally as sparse arrays [10]. Currently, only the classic
sorted array implementation is available. For the sake of flexibility and tuning, leaves and nodes can
have different external memory block sizes. Each leaf has links to the predecessor and successor
leaves to speed up scanning. Our B+-tree is able to prefetch the neighbor leaves when scanning,
obtaining a higher bandwidth by overlapping I/O and computation. The root node is always kept
in the main memory and implemented using the std::map. To save I/Os, the most frequently
used nodes and leaves are cached in corresponding node and leaf caches that are implemented in
a single template class. An iterator keeps the BID of the external block where the pointed data
element is contained, the offset of the data element in the block and a pointer to the B+-tree.
In case of reorganizations of the data in external memory blocks (rebalancing, splitting, fusing
blocks), all iterators pointing to the moved data have to be updated. For this purpose, the addresses
of all instantiated iterators are kept in the iterator map object. The iterator map facilitates fast
accounting of iterators, mapping BID and block offsets of iterators to its main memory addresses
using an internal memory search tree. Therefore, the number of ‘alive’ B+-tree iterators must be
kept reasonably small. The parent pointers in leaves and nodes can be useful for finger search¶¶ and
insertions using a finger, however, that would require to store the whole B-tree path in the iterator
data structure. This might make the iterator accounting very slow; therefore, we do not maintain the
parent links. The implementation can save I/Os when const iterators are used: no flushing
of supposedly changed data is needed (e.g. when scanning or doing other read-only operations).
Our implementation of B+-tree supports bulk bottom-up construction from the presorted data given
by an iterator range in O(n/B) I/Os.
We have compared the performance of our B+-tree implementation with the performance of the

Berkeley DB B+-tree (BDB) implementation version 4.4 [34], which is a commercial product. This
implementation is known to be one of the fastest implementations available. For the experiments
we have configured Berkeley DB with disabled transactions and concurrency support. We also
measured the performance of the TPIE B+-tree implementation, but not the LEDA-SM implemen-
tation because it does not support predecessor/successor and range queries. For the experiments
we used the SATAOpteron machine (Table V) using 1 GB of main memory. Each implementation
used a separate hard disk for storing its external data. STXXL map and TPIE have used a cache of

¶¶The program can help the search tree to find an element by giving some ‘position close by’ which has been determined
by an earlier search.
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Figure 8. The running times of B+-tree construction.

750MB and BDB’s cache was slightly less because it has used more memory than the given cache
size‖‖. The block size was set to 32 kB for all implementations.
The B+-trees indexed records with eight-character random keys (letters ‘a’–‘z’) and 32 bytes data

field. First, B+-trees have been constructed from a sorted set of n records. To make the comparison
fair we configured BDB to store records with unique keys, since the map interface does keep
multiple records with equal keys. TPIE B+-tree supports the bulk construction from a pre-sorted
TPIE stream of data which must reside on a hard disk (AMI STREAM). According to the Berkeley
DB support team, BDB lacks the bulk load capability; therefore, as suggested we inserted the
records one by one in ascending order for the best performance. This insertion pattern leads to
nearly 100% cache hits and produces a BDB B+-tree with a fill factor of about 100% in the leaves.
The stxxl::map and the TPIE bulk construction were configured to achieve the 100% fill factor,
too. Figure 8 shows the construction time without the pre-sorting. In this test, STXXL map is about
three times faster than BDB. The obvious reason for this is that BDB has to do many searches in
the leaves and nodes to find an appropriate place to insert, and thus is highly CPU-bound. STXXL

map bulk construction performs only a small constant number of operations per input element.
The TPIE bulk construction was up to 70% slower than the construction of the stxxl::map,
because, in fact, it repeatedly inserts all input elements into the leaves doing a binary search of the
place to insert them into the last leaf over and over from the scratch. This inefficiency makes the
construction more CPU-bound.
After the construction of the base element set index we generated 100 000 random records and

inserted them. The running times of this experiment are shown in Figure 9. For large inputs one has
to load up to two leaves and flush up to three leaves per insertion since the leaves are full after the
construction and they need to be split. Note that the links between the leaves must be updated too.

‖‖The BDB process has been killed by an out-of-memory exception when run with 750 MB cache. Therefore, we had to
reduce the cache size.
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Figure 9. The running times of B+-tree insertions.

This can explain the long 25ms of the STXXL and TPIE B+-trees since a random access to this hard
disk takes up to 8ms on average according to its specifications paper. BDB is about 30% faster for
large inputs; this advantage could to some extent be due to the adaptive compression of sequences
of keys with the same prefix, an optimization exploited in the recent versions of BDB. Other reasons
could be the highly tuned node/leaf splitting strategy of BDB [34] or better exploitation of seek
time optimizations for write accesses.
The next test (Figure 10) is run after the insertions and performs 100 000 random locate queries

of the smallest record that is not smaller than the given key. For large inputs, in almost every locate
query, a random leaf has to be loaded. This is the reason of the observed latency of 10–13ms. BDB
is faster again, but the advantage is smaller here (below 20%). The STXXL B+-tree is slightly faster
than the TPIE B+-tree.
Figure 11 (left) shows the running time of random range queries with scanning. We sample

the possible ranges uniformly at random and scan the obtained ranges until about n records are
scanned after all queries. This way only 3–5 queries suffice. In order to explain the trends in the
running times we have drawn Figure 11 (right) that shows the leaf space overuse factor computed as
number of leaves · B/(n + a) · size of record before this test, where B = 32kB is the block size and
a = 100 000 is the number of the additional records inserted. This metric shows how inefficiently
the leaves are filled with data. After the bulk construction the overuse factor is very close to 1 for
the STXXL and BDB implementations. We could not generate such statistic for the TPIE B+-tree
since it does not offer the required counters. Adding the 100 000 random elements to small inputs
worsens the overuse factor: for stxxl::map, it almost reaches 2, and for BDB it is larger than
2.5. This difference plays a big role in the ratio of the records that can be kept in the memory
for n = 223. STXXL can keep almost the whole data set, and thus the scanning time is very small.
For larger inputs n≥224 only a small fraction of the input can reside in the main memory for the
implementations. This increases the scanning time significantly, because many leaves have to be
loaded and flushed from/to the hard disk. However, the overuse factor of STXXL is still considerably
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Figure 10. The running times of B+-tree locates.
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Figure 11. The running times of B+-tree range queries with scanning (left). The space
overuse factor in leaves of B+-tree (right).

smaller for n = 224. This contributes to a speedup of about 2 over the BDB. In the middle region,
all data structures are equally fast and the overuse factor is about the same. For the largest inputs,
the STXXL map has again a small advantage of about 20% in scanning speed due to the better leaf
fill factor and due to the better overlapping of I/O and computation. The latter might also be the
reason for the small advantage of the STXXL B+-tree over the TPIE B+-tree for n≥226.
After the tests described above we delete the 100 000 records inserted after the bulk construction

from the B+-trees. Here, we need to load and store one leaf for almost every delete operation.
Fusing and rebalancing of leaves and nodes should not occur frequently. Again, the BDB is faster
by about 18% for large inputs (Figure 12). For n≥226 the delete time of the TPIE B+-tree goes
down and approaches the time of the BDB B+-tree.
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Figure 12. The running times of B+-tree deletions.

The source code of all B+-tree tests described above is distributed with the STXXL library.
Discussion: The tests have shown that the STXXL map is somewhat slower than the BDB in

insert, locate, and delete operations. These operations have been highly tuned in commercial BDB
implementations over the last 15 years of development [34]. However, an advantage of STXXL is
that it can do fast bulk construction, which is not available in BDB. The speed of scanning of the
records in a range is competitive with the BDB. STXXL is also arguably simpler to use and offers
stronger typing. For example, compare Listings 3 and 4. The complete code of the STXXL map test
is about two times shorter than the equivalent BDB test code.

5.6. General issues concerning STXXL containers

Similar to other external memory algorithm libraries [27,28], STXXL has the restriction that the data
types stored in the containers cannot have C/C++ pointers or references to other elements of ex-
ternal memory containers. The reason is that these pointers and references get invalidated when the
blocks containing the elements they point/refer to are written to disk. To get around this problem, the
links can be kept in the form of external memory iterators (e.g. stxxl::vector::iterator).
The iterators remain valid while storing to and loading from the external memory. When derefer-
encing an external memory iterator, the referenced object is loaded from external memory by the
library on demand (if the object is not in the cache of the data structure already).
STXXL containers differ from STL containers in treating allocation and distinguishing between

uninitialized and initialized memory. STXXL containers assume that the data types they store are
plain old data (POD) types∗∗∗. The constructors and destructors of the contained data types are not

∗∗∗Plain old data structures (PODs) are data structures represented only as passive collections of field values, without
using aggregation of variable-size objects (as references or pointers), polymorphism, virtual calls, or other object-oriented
features. Most naturally they are represented as C/C++ structs.
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1 s t r u c t my_key { cha r keybuf [KEY_SIZE ] ; } ;
2 s t r u c t my_data { cha r databuf [DATA_SIZE ] ; } ;
3
4 Dbc ∗cursorp ; / / d a t a base c u r s o r
5 / / db i s t h e BDB B− t r e e o b j e c t
6 db .cursor (NULL , &cursorp , 0 ) ; / / i n i t i a l i z e c u r s o r
7
8 f o r (int64 i = 0 ; i < n_locates ; ++i )
9 {

10 rand_key (key_storage ) ; / / g e n e r a t e random key
11 / / i n i t i a l i z e BDB key o b j e c t f o r s t o r i n g t h e r e s u l t key
12 Dbt keyx (key_storage .keybuf ,KEY_SIZE ) ;
13 / / i n i t i a l i z e BDB key o b j e c t f o r s t o r i n g t h e r e s u l t d a t a
14 Dbt datax (data_storage .databuf ,DATA_SIZE ) ;
15 cursorp−>get(&keyx , &datax ,DB_SET_RANGE ) ; / / pe r fo rm l o c a t e
16 }

Listing 3. Locates with the Berkeley DB.

1 s t r u c t my_key { cha r keybuf [KEY_SIZE ] ; } ;
2 s t r u c t my_data { cha r databuf [DATA_SIZE ] ; } ;
3
4 std : : pair<my_key ,my_data> element ; / / key−d a t a p a i r
5
6 f o r (i = 0 ; i < n_locates ; ++i )
7 {
8 rand_key (i ,element .first ) ; / / g e n e r a t e random key
9

10 / / pe r fo rm l o c a t e , CMap i s a c o n s t a n t r e f e r e n c e t o a map o b j e c t
11 map_type : : const_iterator result = CMap .lower_bound (element .first ) ;
12 }

Listing 4. Locates with the STXXL map.

called when a container changes its size. The support of constructors and destructors would imply
a significant I/O cost penalty, e.g. on the deallocation of a non-empty container, one has to load
all contained objects and call their destructors. This restriction sounds more severe than it is, since
external memory data structures cannot cope with custom dynamic memory management, which
is the common use of custom constructors/destructors.

5.7. Algorithms

The algorithms of the STL can be divided into two groups by their memory access pattern: scanning
algorithms and random access algorithms.

5.7.1. Scanning algorithms

Scanning algorithms work with input, output, forward, and bidirectional iterators only. Since random
access operations are not allowed with these kinds of iterators, the algorithms inherently exhibit
a strong spatial locality of reference. STXXL containers and their iterators are STL-compatible;
therefore, one can directly apply STL scanning algorithms to them, and they will run I/O-efficiently
(see the use of std::generate and std::unique algorithms in the Listing 6). Scanning
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1 s t r u c t edge { / / edge c l a s s
2 i n t src ,dst ; / / nodes
3 edge ( ) { }
4 edge ( i n t src_ , i n t dst_ ) : src (src_ ) , dst (dst_ ) { }
5 boo l o p e r a t o r == ( c o n s t edge & b ) c o n s t {
6 r e t u r n src == b .src && dst == b .dst ;
7 }
8 } ;
9 s t r u c t random_edge { / / random edge g e n e r a t o r f u n c t o r

10 edge o p e r a t o r ( ) ( ) c o n s t {
11 edge Edge (random ( )−1 ,random ( ) −1 ) ;
12 wh i l e (Edge .dst == Edge .src ) Edge .dst = random ( ) − 1 ; / / no s e l f −l o op s
13 r e t u r n Edge ;
14 }
15 } ;
16 s t r u c t edge_cmp { / / edge compar i son f u n c t o r
17 edge min_value ( ) c o n s t { r e t u r n edge (std : : numeric_limits<i n t > : :min ( ) , 0 ) ; } ;
18 edge max_value ( ) c o n s t { r e t u r n edge (std : : numeric_limits<i n t > : :max ( ) , 0 ) ; } ;
19 boo l o p e r a t o r ( ) ( c o n s t edge & a , c o n s t edge & b ) c o n s t {
20 r e t u r n a .src < b .src | | (a .src == b .src && a .dst < b .dst ) ;
21 }
22 } ;

Listing 5. Definitions of classes.

algorithms are the majority of the STL algorithms (62 out of 71). STXXL also offers specialized
implementations of some scanning algorithms (stxxl::for each, stxxl::generate, etc.),
which perform better in terms of constant factors in the I/O volume and internal CPU work. These
implementations benefit from accessing lower-level interfaces of the BM layer instead of using
iterator interfaces, resulting in a smaller CPU overhead. Being aware of the sequential access
pattern of the applied algorithm, the STXXL implementations can do prefetching and use queued
writing, thereby leading to the overlapping of I/O with computation.

5.7.2. Random access algorithms

Random access algorithms require random access iterators, hence may perform (many) random
I/Os. Some of these algorithms are I/O efficient, e.g. std::nth element needs only O(scan(n))

I/Os on average. Some algorithms, like binary search and binary heap functions, are not really
needed anymore because more efficient external data structures like B-trees and priority queues
can usually replace them. What remains are sorting and random shuffling which we both imple-
ment. Currently, the library provides two implementations of sorting: an std::sort-like sorting
routine—stxxl::sort, and a sorter that exploits integer keys—stxxl::ksort. Both sorters
are implementations of parallel disk algorithms described in Section 6.
Listing 6 shows how to program using the STL-user layer and how STXXL containers can be used

together with both STXXL algorithms and STL algorithms. The definitions of the classes edge,
random edge, and edge cmp are in Listing 5. The purpose of our example is to generate a huge
random directed graph in a sorted edge array representation, i.e. the edges in the edge array must
be sorted lexicographically. A straightforward procedure to do this is to: (1) generate a sequence of
random edges, (2) sort the sequence, (3) remove duplicate edges from it. If we ignore definitions
of helper classes, the STL/STXXL code of the algorithm implementation is only five lines long:
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1 stxxl : : vector<edge> ExtEdgeVec (10000000000ULL ) ;
2 std : : generate (ExtEdgeVec .begin ( ) ,ExtEdgeVec .end ( ) , random_edge ( ) ) ;
3 stxxl : : sort (ExtEdgeVec .begin ( ) ,ExtEdgeVec .end ( ) ,edge_cmp ( ) , 5 12∗1024∗1024 ) ;
4 stxxl : : vector<edge> : :iterator NewEnd =
5 std : : unique (ExtEdgeVec .begin ( ) ,ExtEdgeVec .end ( ) ) ;
6 ExtEdgeVec .resize (NewEnd − ExtEdgeVec .begin ( ) ) ;

Listing 6. Generating a random graph using the STL-user layer.

Line 1 creates an STXXL external memory vector with 10 billion edges. Line 2 fills the vector with
random edges (generate from the STL is used). In the next line the STXXL external memory
sorter sorts randomly generated edges using 512MB of internal memory. The lexicographical order
is defined by functor my cmp, stxxl::sort also requires the comparison functor to provide
upper and lower bounds for the elements being sorted. Line 5 deletes duplicate edges in the external
memory vector with the help of the STL unique algorithm. The NewEnd vector iterator points
to the right boundary of the range without duplicates. Finally (in Line 6), we chop the vector at the
NewEnd boundary. Now we count the number of I/Os performed by this example as we will need
it later: external vector construction takes no I/Os; filling with random values requires a scan—
N/DB I/Os; sorting will take 4N/DB I/Os; duplicate removal needs no more than 2N/DB I/Os;
chopping a vector is I/O-free. The total number of I/Os is 7N/DB.

6. PARALLEL DISK SORTING

Sorting is the first component we have designed for STXXL, because it is the fundamental tool
for I/O-efficient processing of large data sets. Therefore, an efficient implementation of sorting
largely defines the performance of an external memory software library as a whole. To achieve
the best performance our implementation [46] uses parallel disks, has an optimal I/O volume
O((N/DB) logM/B N/B), and guarantees almost perfect overlap between I/O and computation.
No previous implementation has all these properties, which are required for a good practical

sorting. LEDA-SM [27] and TPIE [30] concentrate on single-disk implementations. For the over-
lapping of I/O and computation they rely on prefetching and caching provided by the operating
system, which is suboptimal since it does not use prefetching information.
Barve and Vitter implemented a parallel disk algorithm [49] that can be viewed as the immediate

ancestor of our algorithm. Innovations with respect to our sorting are: a different allocation strategy
that enables better theoretical I/O bounds [47,60]; a prefetching algorithm that optimizes the number
of I/O steps and never evicts data previously fetched; overlapping of I/O and computation; a
completely asynchronous implementation that reacts flexibly to fluctuations in disk speeds; and an
implementation that sorts many GB and does not have to limit internal memory size artificially to
obtain a non-trivial number of runs. Additionally, our implementation is not a prototype, it has a
generic interface and is a part of the software library STXXL.
Algorithms in [61–63] have the theoretical advantage of being deterministic. However, they need

three passes over data even for relatively small inputs.
Prefetch buffers for disk load balancing and overlapping of I/O and computation have been

intensively studied for external memory merge sort [47,60,64–67]. But we have not seen results that
guarantee overlapping of I/O and computation during the parallel disk merging of arbitrary runs.
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There are many good practical implementations of sorting (e.g. [68–71]) that address parallel
disks, overlapping of I/O and computation, and have a low internal overhead. However, we are not
aware of fast implementations that give good performance guarantees for all inputs. Most practical
implementations use a form of striping that requires �((N/DB) log�(M/DB) N/B) I/Os rather
than the optimal �((N/DB) log�(M/B) N/B). This difference is usually considered insignificant
for practical purposes. However, already on our Xeon experimental system (Table V) we have to
go somewhat below the block sizes that give the best performance in Figure 18 if the input size
is 128 GB. Another reduction of the block size by a factor of eight (we have eight disks) could
increase the run time significantly. We are also not aware of high-performance implementations
that guarantee overlap of I/O and computation during merging for inputs such as the one described
in Section 6.1.3.
On the other hand, many of the practical merits of our implementation are at least compara-

ble with the best current implementations. We are close to the peak performance of our Xeon
system.
The Sort Benchmark competition [72] is held yearly and includes several categories; some of

them define restrictions on the cost of the hardware used for sorting. In the ‘Terabyte category’,
the goal is to sort quickly a terabyte of data. As this benchmark type is not limited by the hardware
costs, distributed memory sorting algorithms win running on expensive clusters with SAN disks.
Distributed memory sorters also lead in the ‘Minute category’ which asks to sort as much data as
possible in a minute. In the ‘Penny category’ the cost of the hardware is spread over three years.
Then, it is measured how much data can be sorted in an interval of time that costs one US-cent.
Competition participants are responsible for the choice of their hardware. Each category has two
subcategories: Daytona (for general-purpose sorting) and Indy (sort 100-byte records with 10-byte
random keys).
The most interesting category for us is the ‘Penny category’ because it addresses the cost-

efficiency aspect of sorting, and it turns out that the cheapest way to sort is to use an I/O-efficient
sorting. All winners in this category since the announcement in 1998 were external memory sorters.
We overview the past ‘Penny sort’ winners [72]. The NTSort (won Indy in 1998) is a command line
sorting utility of Windows NT implementing multi-way merge sort. The implementation adopted
for the competition relied on direct unbuffered I/O, but used no overlapping between I/O and
computation. PostmanSort (Daytona winner in 1998 and 2005) is a commercial sorting utility; it is
a variant of the bucket sort. The recent version utilizes asynchronous I/O of Windows to overlap
I/O and computation. HMSort (winner in 1999 and 2000) also exploits overlapping of I/O and
computation; however, other details about the algorithm are not published. DMSort (Indy 2002) is
based on the most-significant byte radix sort. The implementation works with two disks: the input
data elements are read from the first disk and distributed to the bins on the second disk, explicitly
overlapping I/O and computation. The second phase reads the bins from the second disk, sorts them,
and writes the sorted result to the first disk in an overlapped fashion. Only few algorithmic details of
THSort (Daytona 2004), Sheenksort (Indy 2004, 2005), and Byte-Split-Index Sort (Daytona 2006)
are published. The authors of the THSort, SheenkSort, and Byte-Split-Index have used systems with
four disks. The GpuTeraSort (Indy 2006) [73] uses a graphic processing unit (GPU) for internal
sorting, mapping a bitonic sorting network to GPU rasterization operations and using the GPUs
programmable hardware and high bandwidth memory interface. The implementation accesses the
files directly and explicitly overlaps I/O and computation. A RAID-0 has been used to achieve a
higher I/O-bandwidth.
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We have participated in the ‘Penny sort’ competition in 2003 with an earlier variant of the
implementation presented below. We took the second place, sorting 25GB in our time budget, which
is a two-fold improvement over the previous year. The ‘Penny sort’ external sorters mentioned above
are very impressive pieces of engineering. However, these algorithms and implementations do not
give worst case guarantees for all inputs, including the overlapping of I/O and computation and
the optimal use of parallel disks.

6.1. Multi-way merge sort with overlapped I/Os

Perhaps, the most widely used external memory sorting algorithm is k-way merge sort. During run
formation, chunks of �(M) elements are read, sorted internally, and written back to the disk as
sorted runs. The runs are then merged into larger runs until only a single run is left. k =O(M/B)

runs can be sorted in a single pass by keeping up to B of the smallest elements of each run in
internal memory. Using randomization, prediction of the order in which blocks are accessed, a
prefetch buffer of O(D) blocks, and an optimal prefetching strategy, it is possible to implement
k-way merging using D disks in a load balanced way [47]. However, the rate at which new blocks
are requested is more difficult to predict so that this algorithm does not guarantee overlapping of
I/O and computation. In this section, we derive a parallel disk algorithm that compensates these
fluctuations in the block request rate by a FIFO buffer of k + �(D) blocks.

6.1.1. Run formation

There are many ways to overlap I/O and run formation. We start with a very simple method that
treats internal sorting as a black box and therefore can use the fastest available internal sorters. Two
threads cooperate to build k runs of size M/2:

post a read request for runs 1 and 2
thread A: | thread B:
for r:=1 to k do | for r:=1 to k-2 do
wait until | wait until
run r is read | run r is written

sort run r | post a read for run r+2
post a write for run r |

Figure 13 illustrates how I/O and computation are overlapped by this algorithm. Formalizing this
figure, we can prove that using this approach an input of size N can be transformed into sorted runs
of size M/2 − O(DB) in time max(2Tsort(M/2)N/M, 2LN/DB) + O(LM/DB), where Tsort(x)
denotes the time for sorting x elements internally and where L is the time needed for a parallel I/O
step.
In [46] one can find an algorithm that generates longer runs of average length 2M and overlaps

I/O and computation.

6.1.2. Multi-way merging

We want to merge k sorted sequences comprising N ′ elements stored in N ′/B blocks. In practical
situations, where a single merging phase suffices, we will have N ′ = N . In each iteration, the
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Figure 13. Overlapping I/O and computation during run formation.

merging thread chooses the smallest remaining element from the k sequences and hands it over to
the I/O thread. Prediction of read operations is based on the observation that the merging thread
does not need to access a block until its smallest element becomes the smallest unread element. We
therefore record the smallest keys of each block during run formation. By merging the resulting k
sequences of smallest elements, we can produce a sequence � of block identifiers that indicate the
exact order in which blocks are logically read by the merging thread. The overhead for producing
and storing the prediction data structure is negligible because its size is a factor at least B smaller
than the input.
The prediction sequence � is used as follows. The merging thread maintains the invariant that

it always buffers the k first blocks in � that contain unselected elements, i.e. initially, the first k
blocks from � are read into these merge buffers. When the last element of a merge buffer block is
selected, the now empty buffer frame is returned to the I/O thread and the next block in � is read.
The keys of the smallest elements in each buffer block are kept in a tournament tree data structure

[57] so that the currently smallest element can be selected in time O(log k). Hence, the total internal
work for merging is O(N ′ log k).
We have now defined multi-way merging from the point of view of the sorting algorithm. Our

approach to merging slightly deviates from previous approaches that keep track of the run numbers
of the merge blocks and pre-assign each merge block to the corresponding input sequence. In these
approaches also the last key in the previous block decides about the position of a block in �. The
correctness of our approach is shown in [46]. With respect to performance, both approaches should
be similar. Our approach is somewhat simpler; however, note that the merging thread does not need
to know anything about the k input runs and how they are allocated. Its only input is the prediction
sequence �. In a sense, we are merging individual blocks and the order in � makes sure that the
overall effect is that the input runs are merged. A conceptual advantage is that data within a block
decide about when a block is read.

6.1.3. Overlapping I/O and merging

Although we can predict the order in which blocks are read, we cannot easily predict how much
internal work is done between two reads. For example, consider k identical runs storing the sequence
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Figure 14. Data flow through the different kinds of buffers for overlapped parallel disk multi-way merging. Data
are moved in units of blocks except between the merger and the write buffer.

1B−12 3B−14 5B−16 . . . . After initializing the merge buffers, the merging thread will consume
k(B − 1) values ‘1’ before it posts another read. Then it will post one read after selecting each of
the next k values (2). Then there will be a pause of another k(B − 1) steps and another k reads
following each other quickly, etc. We explain how to overlap I/O and computation despite this
irregularity using the I/O model of Aggarwal and Vitter [74] that allows access to D arbitrary
blocks from D disks within one parallel I/O step. To model overlapping of I/O and computation,
we assume that an I/O step takes time L and can be done in parallel with internal computations.
We maintain an overlap buffer that stores up to k + 3D blocks in a FIFO manner (see Figure 14).
Whenever the overlap buffer is non-empty, a read can be served from it without blocking. Writing
is implemented using a write buffer FIFO with 2DB elements capacity. An I/O thread inputs or
outputs D blocks in time L using the following strategy: whenever no I/O is active and at least DB
elements are present in the write buffer, an output step is started. When no I/O is active, less than
D output blocks are available, and at least D overlap buffers are unused, then the next D blocks
from � are fetched into the overlap buffer. This strategy guarantees that merging k sorted sequences
with a total of N ′ elements can be implemented to run in time max(2LN ′/DB, �N ′)+O(L�k/D	)
where � is the time needed by the merging thread to produce one element of output and L is the
time needed to input or output D arbitrary blocks [46].

6.1.4. Disk scheduling

The I/Os for the run formation and for the output of merging are perfectly balanced over all disks
if all sequences are striped over the disks, i.e. sequences are stored in blocks of B elements each
and the blocks numbered i, . . . , i + D − 1 in a sequence are stored on different disks for all i . In
particular, the original input and the final output of sorting can use any kind of striping.
The merging algorithm presented above is optimal for the unrealistic model of Aggarwal and

Vitter [74] which allows to access any D blocks in an I/O step. This facilitates good performance
for fetching very irregularly placed input blocks. However, this model can be simulated using D
independent disks using randomized striping allocation [50] and a prefetch buffer of sizem = �(D)

blocks. In almost every input step, (1 − O(D/m))D blocks from prefetch sequence � can be
fetched [46].
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Figure 14 illustrates the data flow between the components of our parallel disk multi-way
merging.

6.2. Implementation details

Run formation: We build runs of a size close to M/2 but there are some differences to the simple
algorithm from Section 6.1.1. Overlapping of I/O and computation is achieved using the call-back
mechanism supported by the I/O layer. Thus, the sorter remains portable over different operating
systems with different interfaces to threading.
We have two implementations with respect to the internal work: stxxl::sort is a comparison-

based sorting using std::sort from STL to sort the runs internally; stxxl::ksort exploits
integer keys and has smaller internal memory bandwidth requirements for large elements with small
key fields. After reading elements, we extract pairs (key, pointerToElement), sort these pairs, and
only then move elements in sorted order to write buffers from where they are output. For reading
and writing we have used unbuffered direct file I/O.
Furthermore, we exploit random keys. We use two passes of MSD (most significant digit) radix

sort of the key-pointer pairs. The first pass uses the m most significant bits where m is a tuning
parameter depending on the size of the processor caches and of the TLB (translation look-aside
buffer). This pass consists of a counting phase that determines bucket sizes and a distribution phase
that moves pairs. The counting phase is fused into a single loop with pair extraction. The second
pass of radix sort uses a number of bits that brings us closest to an expected bucket size of two.
This two-pass algorithm is much more cache efficient than a one-pass radix sort†††. The remaining
buckets are sorted using a comparison-based algorithm: optimal straight line code for n≤4, insertion
sort for n ∈ {5 . . . 16}, and quicksort for n>16.
Multi-way merging: We have adapted the tuned multi-way merger from [55], i.e. a tournament

tree stores pointers to the current elements of each merge buffer.
Overlapping I/O and computation: We integrate the prefetch buffer and the overlap buffer to a

read buffer. We distribute the buffer space between the two purposes of minimizing disk idle time
and overlapping I/O and computation indirectly by computing an optimal prefetch sequence for a
smaller buffer space.
Asynchronous I/O: I/O is performed without any synchronization between the disks. The

prefetcher computes a sequence �′ of blocks indicating the order in which blocks should be fetched.
As soon as a buffer block becomes available for prefetching, it is used to generate an asynchronous
read request for the next block in �′. The AIO layer queues this request at the disk storing the
block to be fetched. The thread for this disk serves the queued request in FIFO manner. All I/O is
implemented without superfluous copying. Blocks, fetched using unbuffered direct I/O, travel to
the prefetch/overlap buffer and from there to a merge buffer simply by passing pointers to blocks.
Similarly, when an element is merged, it is directly moved from the merge buffer to the write buffer
and a block of the write buffer is passed to the output queue of a disk simply by passing a block
pointer to the AIO layer that then uses unbuffered direct I/O to output the data.

†††On the Xeon system we get a factor of 3.8 speedup over the one pass radix sort and a factor of 1.6 over STL’s sort
which in turn is faster than a hand-tuned quicksort (for sorting 221 pairs storing a random 4-byte key and a pointer).
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6.3. Experiments

Hardware: For the experiments we have used the system with two 2 GHz Xeon processors, 1 GB
of RAM and eight IDE disks, described in Table V. The maximum parallel disk bandwidth from
the outermost (fastest) zones was about 375 MB s−1.
Software: The system ran the Debian Linux distribution with kernel 2.4.20 and the ext2 file

system. All programs were compiled with g++ version 3.2 and the optimization level -O3.
If not otherwise mentioned, we use random 32-bit integer keys to keep internal work limited.

Runs of size 256 MB‡‡‡ are built using key sorting with an initial iteration of 10-bit MSD radix
sort. We choose block sizes in such a way that a single merging phase using 512MB for all buffers
suffices. Input sizes are powers of two between 2 and 128 GB with a default of 16 GB§§§ . When
not otherwise stated, we use eight disks, 2MB blocks, and the input is stored on the fastest zones.
To compare our code with previous implementations, we have to run them on the same machine

because technological development in recent years has been very fast. Unfortunately, the imple-
mentations we could obtain, LEDA-SM and TPIE, are limited to inputs of size 2 GB which, for
our machine, is a rather small input. Figure 15 compares the single-disk performance of the three
libraries using the best block size for each library. The flat curves for TPIE and STXXL indicate that
both codes are I/O bound even for small element sizes. This is even true for the fully comparison-
based version of STXXL. Still, the STXXL sorter is significantly faster than the TPIE sorter. This
could be due to better overlapping of I/O and computation or due to the higher bandwidth of the
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Figure 15. Comparison of the single-disk performance of STXXL, LEDA-SM, and TPIE.

‡‡‡This leaves space for two runs build in an overlapped way, buffers, operating system, code, and, for large inputs, the
fact that the implementation of the ext2 file system needed 1byte of internal memory for each kB of disk space accessed
via O DIRECT.

§§§We have a few measurements with 256 GB but the problem with ext2 mentioned above starts to distort the results for
this input size.
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Figure 16. Comparison of STXXL, LEDA-SM, and TPIE for eight disks.

file system calls we use. STXXL sustains an I/O bandwidth of 45.4 MB s−1, which is 95% of the
48 MB s−1 peak bandwidth of the disk at their outermost zone. LEDA-SM is compute bound for
small keys and has the same performance as TPIE for large keys.
To get some kind of comparison for parallel disks, we ran the other codes using Linux Software-

RAID 0.9 and 8× 128 kB stripes (larger stripes did not improve performance). Here, the STXXL

sorter is between two and three times faster than the TPIE sorter and sustains an I/O bandwidth
of 315 MB s−1 for large elements (Figure 16). Much of this advantage is lost when STXXL also
runs on the Software-RAID. Although we view it as likely that the Software-RAID driver can be
improved, this performance difference might also be an indication that treating disks as independent
devices is better than striping as predicted by theory.
Figure 17 shows the dependence of the performance on the element size in more detail. For

element sizes ≥64, the merging phase starts to wait for I/Os and hence is I/O-bound. The run
formation phase only becomes I/O-bound for element sizes above 128. This indicates areas for
further optimization. It should be better for small elements to replace key sorting by sorters that
always (or more often) move the entire elements. For example, we have observed that the very
simple loop that moves elements to the write buffer when the key-pointer pairs are already sorted
can take up to 45% of the CPU time of the run formation. For small keys it also looks promising
to use parallelism. Already our cheap machine supports four parallel threads.
Figure 18 shows the dependence of the execution time on the block size. We see that block sizes

of several MB are needed for good performance. The main reason is the well-known observation
that blocks should consist of several disk tracks to amortize seeks and rotational delays over a
large consecutive data transfer. This value is much larger than the block sizes used in older studies
because the data density on hard disks has dramatically increased in the last years. This effect is
further amplified in comparison to the SCSI disks used in most other studies because modern IDE
disks have even higher data densities but larger rotational delays and less opportunities for seek
time optimization.
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Nevertheless, the largest possible block size is not optimal because it leaves too little room for
read and write buffers. Hence, in most measurements we use the heuristics to choose half the largest
possible block size that is a power of two.
For very large inputs, Figure 18 shows that we already have to go below the ‘really good’ block

sizes because of the lack of buffer space. Still, it is not a good idea to switch to two merge passes
because the overall time increases even if we are able to stick to large block sizes with more passes.
The large optimal block sizes are an indicator that ‘asymptotically efficient’ can also translate into
‘practically relevant’ because simpler suboptimal parallel disk algorithms often use logical blocks
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striped over the disks. On our system, this leads to a further reduction of the possible block size by
a factor of about eight.
Finally, Figure 19 shows the overall performance for different input sizes. Although we can stick

to two passes, the execution time per element goes up because we need to employ increasingly
slow zones, because the block sizes go down, and because the seek times go up during merging.

6.4. Discussion

We have engineered a sorting algorithm that combines a very high performance on state-of-the-art
hardware with theoretical performance guarantees. This algorithm is compute-bound although we
use small random keys and a tuned linear time algorithm for the run formation. Similar observations
apply to other external memory algorithms that exhibit a good spatial locality, i.e. those dominated
by scanning, sorting, and similar operations. This indicates that bandwidth is no longer a limiting
factor for most external memory algorithms if parallel disks are used.

7. ALGORITHM PIPELINING

The pipelined processing technique is very well known in the database world [32].
Usually, the interface of an external memory algorithm assumes that it reads the input from (an)

external memory container(s) and writes output into (an) external memory container(s). The idea
of pipelining is to equip the external memory algorithms with a new interface that allows them
to feed the output as a data stream directly to the algorithm that consumes the output, rather than
writing it to the external memory first. Logically, the input of an external memory algorithm does
not have to reside in the external memory, rather, it could be a data stream produced by another
external memory algorithm.
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Many external memory algorithms can be viewed as a data flow through a directed acyclic graph
G with node set V = F∪S∪R and edge set E . The file nodes F represent physical data sources and
data sinks, which are stored on disks (e.g. in the external memory containers of the STL-user layer).
A file node writes or/and reads one stream of elements. The streaming nodes S read zero, one or
several streams and output zero, one or several new streams. Streaming nodes are equivalent to
scan operations in non-pipelined external memory algorithms. The difference is that non-pipelined
conventional scanning needs a linear number of I/Os, whereas streaming nodes usually do not
perform any I/O, unless a node needs to access external memory data structures (stacks, priority
queues, etc.). The sorting nodes R read a stream and output it in a sorted order. Edges E in the graph
G denote the directions of data flow between nodes. The question ‘When is a pipelined execution
of the computations in a data flow graph G possible in an I/O-efficient way?’ is analyzed in [48].

8. STREAMING LAYER

The streaming layer provides a framework for the pipelined processing of large sequences. To the
best of our knowledge we are the first to apply the pipelining method systematically in the domain of
external memory algorithms. We introduce it in the context of an external memory software library.
In STXXL, all data flow node implementations have an STXXL stream interface which is similar

to the STL Input iterators¶¶¶ . As an input iterator, an STXXL stream object may be dereferenced
to refer to some object and may be incremented to proceed to the next object in the stream. The
reference obtained by dereferencing is read-only and must be convertible to the value type of
the STXXL stream. The concept of the STXXL stream also defines a boolean member function
empty() which returns true iff the end of the stream is reached.
Now we tabulate the valid expressions and the expression semantics of the STXXL stream concept

in the style of the STL documentation.
Notation

X, X1,...,Xn A type that is a model of the STXXL stream
T The value type of X
s,s1,...,sn Object of type X,X1,...,Xn
t Object of type T

Valid expressions

Name Expression Type requirements Return type
Constructor X s(s1,...,sn) s1,...,sn are

convertible to
X1&,...,Xn&

Dereference *s Convertible to T
Member access s->m T is a type for which

t.m is defined
Preincrement ++s X&
End of stream check s.empty() bool

¶¶¶Not be confused with the stream interface of the C++ iostream library.
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Expression semantics

Name Expression Precondition Semantics Postcondition
Constructor X s(s1,...,sn) s1,...,sn

are the n input
streams of s

Dereference *s s is incre-
mentable

Member
access

s->m s is incre-
mentable

Equivalent
to (*s).m

Preincrement ++s s is incre-
mentable

s is incrementable
or past-the-end

The binding of a STXXL stream object to its input streams (incoming edges in a data flow
graph G) happens at compile time, i.e. statically. The other approach would be to allow binding
at running time using the C++ virtual function mechanism. However, this would result in a se-
vere performance penalty because most C++ compilers are not able to inline virtual functions.
To avoid this disadvantage, we follow the static binding approach using C++ templates. For ex-
ample, assuming that streams s1,...,sn are already constructed, construction of stream s with
constructor X::X(X1& s1,..., Xn& sn) will bind s to its inputs s1,...,sn.
After creating all node objects, the computation starts in a ‘lazy’ fashion, first trying to evaluate

the result of the topologically latest node. The node reads its intermediate input nodes, element
by element, using the dereference and increment operator of the STXXL stream interface. The
input nodes proceed in the same way, invoking the inputs needed to produce an output element.
This process terminates when the result of the topologically latest node is computed. This style
of pipelined execution scheduling is I/O-efficient and allows to keep the intermediate results in-
memory without needing to store them in external memory.
The streaming layer of the STXXL library offers generic classes that implement the functionality

of sorting, file, and streaming nodes:

• File nodes: Function streamify serves as an adaptor that converts a range of ForwardIt-
erators into a compatible STXXL stream. Since iterators of stxxl::vector are Rando-
mAccessIterators, streamify can be used to read external memory. The set of (overloaded)
materialize functions implement data sink nodes, they flush the content of a STXXL

stream object to an output iterator. The library also offers specializations of streamify and
materialize for stxxl::vector, which are more efficient than the generic implemen-
tations due to the support of overlapping between I/O and computation.

• Sort nodes: The stream layer stream::sort class is a generic pipelined sorter which has
the interface of an STXXL stream. The input of the sorter may be an object complying to
the STXXL stream interface. The pipelined sorter implements the parallel disk merge sort
[46] described in a previous section. The stream::sort class relies on two classes that
encapsulate the two phases of the algorithm: sorted run formation (runs creator) and run
merging (runs merger). The separate use of these classes breaks the pipelined data flow:
the runs creator must read the entire input to compute the sorted runs. This facilitates an
efficient implementation of loops and recursions. The input for the next iteration or recursion
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Figure 20. Data flow graph for the example in Listing 7.

can be the sorted runs stored on disks [48,75]. The templated class runs creator has
several specializations which have input interfaces different from the STXXL stream interface:
a specialization where elements to be sorted are push back’ed into the runs creator
object and a specialization that accepts a set of presorted sequences. All specializations are
compatible with the runs merger.

• Streaming nodes: In general, most of the implementation effort for algorithms with the stream-
ing layer goes to the streaming nodes. The STXXL library exposes generic classes that help to
accelerate coding the streaming node classes. For example stream::transform is similar
to the std::transform algorithm: it reads n input streams s1,...,sn and returns the
result of a user-given n-ary function object functor(*s1,...,*sn) as the next element
of the output stream until one of the input streams gets empty.

STXXL allows streaming nodes to have more than one output. In this case, only one output of a
streaming node can have the STXXL stream interface (it is an iterator). The other outputs can be
passed to other nodes using a ‘push-item’ interface. Such an interface is offered by file nodes (e.g.
the method push back of stxxl::vector) and sorting nodes (push back-specializations).
Streaming nodes do not have such methods by definition, however, it is always possible to reim-
plement all streaming nodes between sorting and/or file nodes as a single streaming node that will
push back the output elements to the corresponding sorting/file nodes.
Now we ‘pipeline’ the random graph generation example shown in a previous section. The data

flow graph of the algorithm is presented in Figure 20. Listing 7 shows the pipelined code of the
algorithm, the definitions of edge, random edge, and edge cmp are in Listing 5. Since the
sorter of the streaming layer accepts an STXXL stream input, we do not need to write the random
edges on disks. Rather, we generate them on the fly. The random edge stream object (model
of the STXXL stream) constructed in Line 19 supplies the sorter with a stream of random edges. In
Line 20, we define the type of the sorter node; it is parameterized by the type of the input stream
and the type of the comparison function object. Line 21 creates a SortedStream object attaching
its input to the RandomStream. The internal memory consumption of the sorter stream object
is limited to 512 MB. The UniqueStream object filters the duplicates in its input edge stream
(Line 23). The generic stream::unique stream class stems from the STXXL library. Line 26
records the content of the UniqueStream into the external memory vector. Let us count the
number of I/Os the program performs: random edge generation by RandomStream costs no I/O;
sorting in SortedStream needs to store the sorted runs and read them again to merge—2N/DB
I/Os; UniqueStream deletes duplicates on the fly, it does not need any I/O; and materializing
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1 u s i ng namespace stxxl ;
2 c l a s s random_edge_stream {
3 int64 counter ;
4 edge current ;
5 random_edge_stream ( ) ;
6 p u b l i c :
7 t y p e d e f edge value_type ;
8 random_edge_stream (int64 elements ) :
9 counter (elements ) ,current (random_edge ( ) ( ) ) { }

10 c o n s t edge & op e r a t o r ∗ ( ) c o n s t { r e t u r n current ; }
11 c o n s t edge ∗ o p e r a t o r −>() c o n s t { r e t u r n &current ; }
12 random_edge_stream & op e r a t o r ++ ( ) {
13 −−counter ;
14 current = random_edge ( ) ( ) ;
15 r e t u r n ∗ t h i s ;
16 }
17 boo l empty ( ) c o n s t { r e t u r n counter==0; }
18 } ;
19 random_edge_stream RandomStream (10000000000ULL ) ;
20 t y p e d e f stream : : sort<random_edge_stream ,edge_cmp> sorted_stream ;
21 sorted_stream SortedStream (RandomStream ,edge_cmp ( ) , 512∗1024∗1024) ;
22 t y p e d e f stream : : unique<sorted_stream> unique_stream_type ;
23 unique_stream_type UniqueStream (SortedStream ) ;
24 stxxl : : vector<edge> ExtEdgeVec (10000000000ULL ) ;
25 stxxl : : vector<edge> : :iterator NewEnd =
26 stream : : materialize (UniqueStream ,ExtEdgeVec .begin ( ) ) ;
27 ExtEdgeVec .resize (NewEnd − ExtEdgeVec .begin ( ) ) ;

Listing 7. Generating a random graph using the Streaming layer.

the final output can cost up to N/DB I/Os. All in all, the program only incurs 3N/DB I/Os
compared with 7N/DB for the non-pipelined code in Section 5.

9. EXAMPLE: COMPUTING A MAXIMAL INDEPENDENT SET

We demonstrate some performance characteristics of STXXL using the external MIS‖‖‖ algorithm
from [53] as an example. A MIS is computed, for example, for scheduling-dependent parallel jobs.
As input for the MIS algorithm we use the random graph computed by the examples in the previous
sections (Listings 6 and 7). Our benchmark also includes the running time of the input generation.
Now we describe the MIS algorithm implementation in Listing 8 which is only nine lines long not

including typedef declarations. The algorithm visits the graph nodes scanning lexicographically
sorted input edges. When a node is visited, we add it to the MIS if none of its visited neighbors is
already in the MIS. The neighbor nodes of the MIS nodes are stored as events in a priority queue. In
Lines 6–8, the template metaprogram [76] PRIORITY QUEUE GENERATOR computes the type of
STXXL priority queue. The metaprogram finds the optimal values for numerous tuning parameters
(the number and the maximum arity of external/internal mergers, the size of merge buffers, the

‖‖‖An independent set I is a set of nodes on a (multi)graph G such that no edge in G joins two nodes in I , i.e. the nodes
in I are not neighbors. A maximal independent set is an independent set such that adding any other node would cause the
set not to be independent anymore.
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1 s t r u c t node_greater : p u b l i c std : : greater<node_type> {
2 node_type min_value ( ) c o n s t {
3 r e t u r n std : : numeric_limits<node_type> : :max ( ) ;
4 }
5 } ;
6 t y p e d e f stxxl : : PRIORITY_QUEUE_GENERATOR<node_type ,
7 node_greater ,PQ_MEM , INPUT_SIZE / 1024 > : :result pq_type ;
8
9 / / keeps ” no t i n MIS” e v e n t s

10 pq_type depend (PQ_PPOOL_MEM ,PQ_WPOOL_MEM ) ;
11 stxxl : : vector<node_type> MIS ; / / o u t p u t
12 f o r ( ; ! edges .empty ( ) ; + +edges ) {
13 wh i l e ( !depend .empty ( ) && edges−>src > depend .top ( ) )
14 depend .pop ( ) ; / / d e l e t e o l d e v e n t s
15 i f (depend .empty ( ) | | edges−>src != depend .top ( ) ) {
16 i f (MIS .empty ( ) | | MIS .back ( ) != edges−>src )
17 MIS .push_back (edges−>src ) ;
18 depend .push (edges−>dst ) ;
19 }
20 }

Listing 8. Computing a Maximal Independent Set using STXXL.

external memory block size, etc.) under the constraint that the total size of the priority queue internal
buffers must be limited by PQ MEM bytes. The node greater comparison functor defines the
order of nodes of the type node type and the minimum value that a node object can have, such
that the top() method will return the smallest contained element. The last template parameter
assures that the priority queue cannot contain more than the INPUT SIZE elements (in 1024 units).
Line 10 creates the priority queue depend having a prefetch buffer pool of size PQ PPOOL MEM
bytes and a buffered write memory pool of size PQ WPOOL MEM bytes. The external vector MIS
stores the nodes belonging to the MIS. Ordered input edges come in the form of an STXXL stream
called edges. If the current node edges->src is not a neighbor of a MIS node (the comparison
with the current event depend.top(), Line 15), then it is included in MIS (if it was not there
before, Line 17). All neighbor nodes edges->dst of a node in MIS edges->src are inserted
in the event priority queue depend (Line 18). Lines 13 and 14 remove the events already passed
through from the priority queue.
To make a comparison with other external memory libraries, we have implemented the graph

generation algorithm using the TPIE and LEDA-SM libraries. The MIS algorithm was implemented
in LEDA-SM using its array heap data structure as a priority queue. An I/O-efficient implementation
of the MIS algorithm was not possible in TPIE, since it does not have an I/O-efficient priority queue
implementation. For TPIE, we only report the running time of the graph generation∗∗∗∗.
To make the benchmark closer to real applications, we have added two 32-bit integer fields to the

edge data structure, which can store some additional information associated with the edge. The
implementations of a priority queue of LEDA-SM always store a pair <key,info>. The info field
takes at least 4 byte. Therefore, to make a fair comparison with STXXL, we have changed the event
data type stored in the priority queue (Listing 8) such that it also has a 4-byte dummy info field.

∗∗∗∗The source code of all our implementations is available under
http://algo2.ira.uka.de/dementiev/stxxl/paper/index.shtml.
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Table VI. Running time (in seconds)/I/O bandwidth (in MB s−1) of the MIS
benchmark running on single disk.

LEDA-SM STXXL-STL STXXL-Pipel. TPIE

Filling 51/41 89/24 100/20 40/52
Sorting 371/23 188/45 307/28
Dup. removal 160/26 104/40 128/26 109/39
MIS computation 513/6 153/21 –N/A–
Total 1095/16 534/33 228/24 456*/32*

Note: For TPIE, only the graph generation is shown (marked with *). The
running time of the input graph generation is split into the three phases: filling,
sorting, and duplicate removal.

The experiments were run on the Xeon system described in Table V. For the compilation of
the STXXL and TPIE sources the g++ compiler version 3.3 was used. The compiler optimization
level was set to -O3. For sorting we used library sorters that use C++ comparison operators to
compare elements, which has the best performance. All programs have been tuned to achieve their
maximum performance. We have tried all available file access methods and disk block sizes. In
order to tune the TPIE benchmark implementation, we followed the performance tuning section
of [28]. The input size (the length of the random edge sequence, see Listing 6) for all tests was
2000 MB††††. The benchmark programs were limited to use only 512 MB of main memory. The
remaining 512MB were given to the operating system kernel, daemons, shared libraries, and the file
system buffer cache, from which TPIE and LEDA-SM might benefit. The STXXL implementations
do not use the file system cache.
Table VI compares the MIS benchmark performance of the LEDA-SM implementation with the

array heap priority queue, the STXXL implementation based on the STL-user layer, a pipelined
STXXL implementation, and a TPIE implementation with only input graph generation. The running
times, averaged over three runs, and average I/O bandwidths are given for each stage of the
benchmark. The running time of the different stages of the pipelined implementation cannot be
measured separately. However, we show the values of time and I/O counters from the beginning of
the execution till the time when the sorted runs are written to the disk(s) in the run formation phase of
sorting, and from this point to the end of the MIS computation. The total running time numbers show
that the pipelined STXXL implementation is significantly faster than the other implementations. It
is 2.4 times faster than the second leading implementation (STXXL-STL). The win is due to the
reduced I/Ovolume: the STXXL-STL implementation transfers 17GB, the pipelined implementation
only needs 5.2 GB. However, the 3.25 fold I/O volume reduction does not imply equal reduction
of the running time because the run formation fused with the filling/generating phase becomes
compute bound. This is indicated by the almost zero value of the STXXL I/O wait counter, which
measures the time the processing thread waited for the completion of an I/O. The second reason
is that the fusion of merging, duplicate removal, and CPU intensive priority queue operations in
the MIS computation are almost compute bound. Comparing the running times of the total input

††††Algorithms and data structures of LEDA-SM are limited to inputs of size 2 GB.
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graph generation, we conclude that the STXXL-STL implementation is about 20% faster than TPIE
and 53% faster than LEDA-SM. This could be due to better (explicit) overlapping between I/O
and computation. The running time of the filling stage of the STXXL-STL implementation is much
higher than that of TPIE and LEDA-SM. This is because those libraries rely on the operating system
cache. The filled blocks do not go to the disk(s) immediately but remain in the main memory until
other data need to be cached by the system. An indication for this is the very high bandwidth of
52 MB s−1 for the TPIE implementation, which is even higher than the maximum physical disk
bandwidth (48 MB s−1) at its outermost zone. However, the cached blocks need to be flushed in
the sorting stage and then the TPIE implementation pays the remaining due. The unsatisfactory
bandwidth of 24 MB s−1 of the STXXL-STL filling phase could be improved by replacing the
call std::generate by the native stxxl::generate call that efficiently overlaps I/O and
computation. With a single disk it fills the vector in 60 s with a bandwidth of 33 MB s−1. The
STXXL-STL-user sorter sustains an I/O bandwidth of about 45MB s−1 which is 95% of the disk’s
peak bandwidth. The high CPU load in the priority queue and the less then perfect overlapping
between I/O and computation explain the low bandwidth of the MIS computation stage in all three
implementations. We also run the graph generation test on 16GB inputs. All implementations scale
with the input size almost linearly: the TPIE implementation finishes in 1 h 3min, the STXXL-STL
in 49 min, and the STXXL-Pipelined in 28 min.
The MIS computation of STXXL, which is dominated by PQ operations, is 3.35 times faster than

LEDA-SM. The main reason for this big speedup is likely to be the more efficient priority queue.
Table VII shows the parallel disk performance of the STXXL implementations. The STXXL-STL

implementation achieves a speedup of about 1.5 using two disks and 1.8 using four disks. The
reason for this low speedup is that many parts of the code become compute bound: priority queue
operations in the MIS computation stage, the run formation in the sorting stage, and the generating
random edges in the filling stage. The STXXL-pipelined implementation was almost compute bound
in the single-disk case, and, with two disks the first phase shows no speedup as expected. However,
the second phase has a small improvement in speed due to faster I/O. A close to zero I/O wait
time indicates that the STXXL-pipelined implementation is fully compute bound when running
with two or four disks. We had run the STXXL-pipelined implementation on very large graphs that
require the entire space of four hard disks (360GB). The results of this experiment, using the faster
SCSIOpteron system (Table V), are shown in Table VIII.

Table VII. Running time (in seconds)/I/O bandwidth (in MB s−1) of the MIS
benchmark running on multiple disk.

STXXL-STL STXXL-Pipelined

Disks 2 4 2 4

Input graph generation
Filling 72/28 64/31 98/20 98/20Sorting 104/77 80/100
Dup. removal 58/69 34/118 112/30 110/31MIS computation 127/25 114/28
Total 360/50 291/61 210/26 208/27
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Table VIII. Running time of the STXXL-pipelined implementation on very large
random graphs (SCSIOpteron system).

Input volume N/M n m m/n D Running time

100 GB 200 2.1× 109 13.4× 109 6.25 4 2 h 34 min
100 GB 200 4.3× 109 13.4× 109 3.13 4 2 h 44 min

10. STXXL APPLICATIONS

The STXXL library already has users both in academia and industry. We know of at least 17
institutions that apply the library for a wide range of problems including text processing [48,77],
graph algorithms [13,78], Gaussian elimination [79], visualization and analysis of 3D and 4D
microscopic images, differential cryptographic analysis, computational geometry [80], topology
analysis of large networks, statistics and time series analysis, and analysis of seismic files.
STXXL has been successfully applied in implementation projects that studied various I/O-efficient

algorithms from the practical point of view. The fast algorithmic components of STXXL library gave
the implementations an opportunity to solve problems of very large size on a low-cost hardware in
a record time. For the tests many real-world and synthetic inputs have been used. It has been shown
that external memory computation for these problems is practically feasible now. We overview
some computational results of these projects.
The performance of external memory suffix array construction algorithms was investigated by

Dementiev et al. [48]. The experimentationwith pipelined STXXL implementations of the algorithms
has shown that computing suffix arrays in external memory is feasible even on a low-cost machine.
Suffix arrays for long strings up to 4 billion characters could be computed in hours.
The project [81] has compared experimentally two external memory breadth-first search (BFS)

algorithms [82,83]. The pipelining technique of STXXL has helped to save a factor of 2–3 in I/O
volume of the BFS implementations. Using STXXL, it became possible to compute BFS decompo-
sition of node-set of large grid graphs with 128 million edges in less than a day, and for random
sparse graph class within an hour. Recently, the results have been significantly improved [13].
Simple algorithms for computing minimum spanning trees (MST), connected components, and

spanning forests were developed in [52,84]. Their implementations were built using STL-user-level
algorithms and data structures of STXXL. The largest solved MST problem had 232 nodes, the input
graph edges occupied 96 GB. The computation on a PC took only 8 h 40 min.
The number of triangles in a graph is a very important metric in social network analysis [85]. An

external memory algorithm that counts and lists all triangles in a graph is designed and implemented
in [86, Section 4.6]. Using this implementation the author [86] has counted the number of triangles
of a large web crawl graph with 135 million nodes and 1.2 billion edges in 4 h 46 min detecting
10.6 billion triangles. The experiment has been conducted on the SCSIOpteron machine described
in Table V.
In [86, Section 4.7] simple and fast I/O-efficient heuristics for huge general graphs are designed.

One of these heuristics turns out to be a practical 7-coloring algorithm for planar graphs. The
implementations make a heavy use of STXXL pipelining and could color synthetic and real graph
instances with 1.5 billion edges in less than an hour on cheap machines.
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11. CONCLUSION

We have described STXXL: a library for external memory computation that aims for high perfor-
mance and ease-of-use. The library supports parallel disks and explicitly overlaps I/O and compu-
tation. The library is easy to use for people who know the C++ STL. The library implementations
outperform or can at least compete with the best available practical implementations on real and
random inputs. STXXL supports algorithm pipelining, which saves many I/Os for many external
memory algorithms.
The experiments conducted within the STXXL projects indicate that a tuned I/O-efficient code

can become CPU-bound and that disk bandwidth is no longer a limiting factor if many disks are
used. Such observations apply to external memory algorithms that exhibit a good spatial locality,
i.e. those dominated by scanning, sorting, and similar operations.
On the other hand, the fact that it is challenging to sustain a peak bandwidth for eight disks during

sorting on a dual processor system implies that using even more disks requires a more aggressive use
of parallel processing. Therefore, the library has room for a speedup by using parallel processing.
We have already achieved good results with the MCSTL library [36] parallelizing the CPU work in
external memory sorters. For example, on the SCSIOpteron system (Table V) with eight fast SCSI
disks we have sorted small 8-byte records with a speedup close to two using four processors. We
are also working on parallelizing external priority queues and on using task-based parallelism to
implement pipelining.
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